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PROGRESS THROUGH SCIENCE.

BY ROBERT SHAFER.

4 4 T) ROGRESSIVE human activity subduing the world" ; "a com-

X mon society, working together for the conquest of nature

and the improvement of life" ; "the evolution of that collective human
force which is growing and compassing the conquest of the

world" ;—where has one, or where has one not, heard these phrases

before? They are the air we breathe, the authentic creed of innu-

merable men and women now living. The phrases come, in fact,

fiom The Living Past, a little book by Mr. F. S, Marvin, but Mr.

Marvin did not invent them. He would himself indeed not claim

that sort of merit for his work; and it is just because he has suc-

ceeded in making himself representative of a very large contem-

porary group that his writings deserve scrutiny from men who
wish to understand the present age.

The movement of thought during the last two centuries has

been exceedingly complex, and has landed us at length in such a con-

fusion of ideas, purposes, and standards, as cannot be exaggerated.

During these centures on the one hand the material of knowl-

edge has rapidly grown to such unwieldy bulk that scarcely any

one can now grasp it even in outline, and, on the other hand, men
have become increasingly busy with their own private afTairs, with

ever less inclination and less time for contemplation of the work
and thought of others. The result is that practically no one today

takes or is capable of taking a complete view of his world. Yet,

though the complete view has become practically impossible, and

though the effort towards it is cried down by those who have a

vested interest in partial views, men still find in themselves an
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unconquerable need for generalization. Not some men, but ail

men have a deep necessity for a general belief or creed which will

give meaning to their lives and their age—and what do they do?

For their practical working purpose they take whatever is at hand,

the data furnished by their own hmited experience and imperfect

development, and erect it into a structure which somehow serves

them. The building looks sound in fair weather when no winds

blow. Their method is simple, yet they do not truly simplify.

They do what they can; they seize upon the dominant idea closest

to their practical activities and make it serve all ends.

No one can doubt that in recent years the two ideas dominant

in the minds of most men have been Progress through Science

and Progress through Political Reconstruction. For the moment

the latter is in the foreground, but it has not superseded the first

idea. On the contrary, social theorists and political reformers

for the most part assume progress through science to be a fact

and make it the foundation for their effort. Examination of this

"fact," consequently, is of immediate importance. The phrase

means, in brief, that exact science has given us almost unimaginable

power to control nature for our own purposes, and has thus

opened up before us illimitable vistas of real progress towards

a perfect human society. We are given to understand, moreover,

that science's past achievements are but an earnest of greater things

in store.

This popular belief Mr. F. S. Marvin has sought both to

expand and to strengthen in The Living Past, already mentioned,

and in The Century of Hope} His method is historical; he calls

the former volume "A Sketch of Western Progress," and the latter

"A Sketch of Western Progress from 1815 to the Great War."

His object is to disclose progress through science as the central

"clue" to the whole history of the race. He says of The Century

of Hope that it "endeavors to exhibit the growth of humanity in

the world, taking as a leading—though not exclusive—thought,

the development of science and its reactions on other sides of

national and international life." He explains somewhat more fully

in the Preface to The Living Past that this interpretation of history

"first came clearly into view with Kant and the philosophers of

the eighteenth century. Take Kant's theory of universal history

as the growth of a world-community, reconciling the freedom of

1 Both books are published by the Clarendon Press.
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individuals and of individual states with the accomplishment of

a common aim for mankind as a whole. Add to this the rising

power of science as a collective and binding force which the cen-

tury since Kant has made supreme. You have then one strong

clear clue which, with the necessary qualifications, seems to offer

in the field of history something of the guidance and system which

Newtonian gravitation gave to celestial mechanics in the seven-

teenth century. The growth of a common humanity; this is the

primary object to keep in view. But it will prove vague and incon-

clusive, unless we add to it a content in the growth of organ-

ized knowledge, applied to social ends."

The recipe for history, then, is a fervent belief in "science

organizing industry in the service of an united humanity." Mr.

Marvin, it should be said, is an outstanding figure amongst those

who advance this view. He endeavors to be frank and straight-

forward; he is at once more thoughtful and more temperate than

are some of his fellow spokesmen^ for the army of believers in

progress through science; and indeed it is safe to say that in his

writings this view appears on the whole at its best. Hence it is

just to centre in them a consideration of the doctrine. By some it

might be supposed that the war has been itself an adequate criti-

cism of this doctrine; but the war, in this direction as in others,

appears very little to have affected opinions held in those dif-

ferent days before the summer of 1914. All available evidence sup-

ports such a conclusion. Mr. Marvin spoke for very many besides

himself when in 1915 he confidently said that ^'catastrophes such

a? we are now witnessing can only delay, but not defeat, the pur-

pose of the ages and the nature of man." Later he was even

able to persuade himself, as any one can see in The Century of

Hope, that the war was actually furthering his notion of "the

purpose of the ages."

Belief in progress through science is not, of course, an entirely

new thing. It has spread widely and become a dominant article

of faith practically within the memory of men now living; yet some

centuries ago the compass and gunpowder first notably showed men
the power and consequent profit that might accrue from putting

natural forces to work for human purposes. And following these

2 See Professor Walter Libby's Introduction to the History of Science
(1917), particularly the last chapter and the Preface; also M. George
Sarton's article, "The Teaching of the History of Science", The Scientific
Monthly, September, (1918).
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discoveries at a considerable distance came Bacon, sharing "to the

full the enthusiasm and the sense of power which the age of dis-

covery had inspired in western Europe", and adding "to these the

two fundamental traits which distinguish the great founders of

modern science in the seventeenth century. One is the critical

spirit, determined to sweep away the false Aristotelianism and mere

authority which obstructed the progress of effective knowledge : the

other, the new impulse to turn to nature as the source and material

of truth, and on the truth of nature to build a system for the gen-

eral amelioration of mankind." Bacon was not one of the actual

builders of the new structure. "He was distracted by his erudition

and his literary gifts"—two qualities which generally arouse the

distrust or hostility of the eulogizers of science
—

"and still more
fatally by the interests of wealth and world success," whereas "the

actual builders were men of intense and unbroken devotion to the

pursuit of truth."

They were, in the first instance, Italians, but the pursuit of

truth soon became "an international work, within the area of that

smaller progressive world, which Greek intellect, supported by Ro-

man power, had divided from the rest of mankind." The par-

ticular kind of truth pursued "in common by many minds in all the

leading nations"
—"forming a model, as well as a stimulus, to human

co-operation"—was what the founders of the Royal Society ele-

gantly called "Physico-Mathematical Experimental Learning."

Whether or not the mathematical and astronomical developments

in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were regarded by those

who took part in them as steps towards "the amelioration of man-

kind," the advances made at least "show the natural co-operation of

several independent minds, working consecutively to attain the one

simplest and most consistent explanation of a vast number of

hitherto uncorrected facts." Newton, in whom the development

culminated, had "the genius which perceives true resemblances be-

tween remote and apparently disconnected facts," and his achieve-

ment is "the most fruitful instance in history of the unifying ten-

dency of thought, seen more or less in all its aspects, but above all

in mathematics, the 'art of giving the same name to different

things.'
"

Earlier than Newton, however, there had appeared a worthy

companion of Bacon in Descartes. "All his science," Mr. Marvin

says, "arose from the intensive cultivation of his own spirit, which
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was enlarged, as he tells ns, by the unfolding of every new truth in

surrounding nature." This sentence is perhaps almost worthy to

stand beside Mr. Marvin's statements that Archimedes "is the first

pure man of science whose works have come down to us," and that

Newton invented the law of gravitation, and that Harvey discov-

ered the movements of the earth. Concerning Descartes we have

specially to note that he shared Bacon's confidence in the meliora-

tive efficacy of physical science. Mr. Marvin quotes his prophecy:

"We shall be able to find an art, by which, knowing the force and

action of fire, water, air, stars, the heavens and all other objects, as

clearly as we know the various trades of our artisans, we may be

able to employ them in the same way for their appropriate uses, and

make ourselves the masters and possessors of nature. And this

will not be solely for the pleasure of enjoying with ease and by

ingenious devices all the good things of the world, but principally

for the preservation and improvement of human health, which is

both the foundation of all other goods and the means of strengthen-

ing and quickening the spirit itself." Descartes, we are told, "was

the first clearly to suggest" a reconcihation "between the fullest in-

dividual culture and the pursuit of a social end ;" and "the three

centuries since Descartes have brought more and more fully into

prominence the social harmony between science and life." In a

specifically scientific direction Descartes' greatest achievement was

the "mathematical expression of that fundamental conception in

modern science which distinguishes it from the science of the

Greeks, the idea of movement and continuous growth." This was

an achievement which he shared with Newton and Leibnitz, and

"with the invention of the calculus in the seventeenth century wc

reach the last stage yet known to us in that part of measuring which

brings the world into subjection to man."

The nature of this achievement indicates for us the general

trend of seventeenth-century science. It was, as the founders of

the Royal Society had adumbrated, "a physico-mathematical move-

ment, and as such it ran its course before the more complex

sciences of life took definite form. It has grown continuously ever

since, and by its connection with industry and the practical arts has

become the most powerful and typical branch of science as the

agent in subduing the forces of nature to the use of man." Yet there

were in the seventeenth century isolated advances in other sciences,

such as Harvey's anticipation of the foundation of biology and John
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Mayhow's discovery, through experiments with candles and small

animals, of the existence and fundamental property of oxygen ; and

—though we are not told why—these "instances bespeak the inti-

mate similarity of all scientific truth."

The eighteenth century witnessed two grand results of the

scientific development of the seventeenth. In England it saw the

industrial, and in France the social and political, revolution. The

former led to the socialization of science, for science "did not

aflFect the whole of society, until the sweeping changes in the life of

the people, which resulted from the union of science and industry,

brought men together in masses and made all men think." This

union of science and industry "is really another example of that

integration of human powers of which science by itself offered so

many striking instances." What happened essentially was that, first

through the steam-engine and ever since through a miraculously in-

creasing number of other devices, science actually began to be ap-

plied to the satisfaction of human needs and desires. Practical

fulfilment came to the prophecy of Bacon and Descartes. And thus

the English mine-owners and cotton-mill operators of the eighteenth

century were in reality the great humanitarians of the period, al-

though the merely superficial results of their labors of love were

such that Mr. Marvin admits that "the condition of the mass of the

people of England was probably worse than it had been at any

previous period, while landlords, manufacturers, and capitalists

generally, were making larger profits than ever." This was the

temporary result of sweeping changes. The permanent result was

the utilization, made possible by capitalists and manufacturers, of

the almost unimaginably great stores of power for the control of

nature opened up by iron and steam. One aspect of this industrial

revolution calls for special notice. Wherever modern industry has

developed it has gathered men closely together into towns. This

has been essential "for the work in hand in the world." "The

assimilation of the vast resources which the new science and

mechanical inventions had put in man's command, and the organiza-

tions of a society strong, keen, and united enough to grasp and

utilize them," has demanded a "quick exchange of ideas, vigorous

combination of many minds and many wills. This is the gift of the

town."

"The gift," Mr. Marvin sagely observes, "must be studied with

discernment and the eye of faith." Proper discernment and faith
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show, in the first place, that the highly specialized work necessitated

by modern industry is an important step towards human unity; it

is, "from one point of view, narrowing, mechanical, monotonous

;

from another, an impressive lesson in the dependence of every

particle in the social organism on every other and on the whole.

To the countryman, to the workman in a simple state, the fact,

equally true, is more remote; the factory worker is surrounded by

his fellows and depends at every step on what others send him

This co-operation, which we take for granted in any running con-

cern or running engine, is really the expression in concrete fact of

a vast force of organizing mind, which has itself grown up with

the system, making and being made by it together. Nor does it

reside exclusively in any one set of minds, though there must be

special organizers, such as foremen and directors. Every person

taking part in such a system has in some degree his spirit of co-

operation heightened." And in the second place Mr. Marvin, with

similar discernment and faith, says that "the town even more than

the trade encourages this tendency For the business-rela-

tions, which gave rise to the town, become but a small part of all

the forms of association by which its members are developed in

co-operative activity: and it grows by its own growth. It is

Aristotle's city-state, writ large, in letters of steel. The necessities

of machine production made the modern town: its organization

offers to the citizens a larger and fuller life. Iron for marble,

smith's work for sculptor's and mason's—much of the difference

between the modern state and its archetype is expressed in that

change—both as a fact and as a symbol. Less beauty, less in-

dividual work, less freshness of thought mark the modern structure

;

but its material is more durable, the lines of the building are larger,

and the ties and stresses are arranged in the light of a higher

mechanical science."

Such, then, were some of the earlier results of the application

of science to the amelioration of mankind. They gave, Mr. Marvin

proudly says, definite primacy to the leading nations of western

Europe; and he adds in quaint forgetfulness of the whole pur-

pose of his writings that England in particular now "indisputably

took the lead of the world" because of her early use of her provi-

dentially-given "sinews of the new war."

Concurrently with this English development there came into

prominence in France a group of thinkers, commonly known as
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the Encyclopaedists, who united to preach the perfectibihty of man.

The doctrine was in the air. Everybody had begun to believe in it,

yet each one had his own pet theory for attaining the easy perfec-

tion of the race, and it is sometimes difficult to discover their com-

mon element. Diderot and some of his immediate associates derived

the idea as well as the inspiration for the Encyclopaedia largely from

Bacon. As Mr. Marvin says, not incorrectly, "They refer con-

stantly to Bacon as their apostle and use his language to express

their purpose. Like him they set out to found an 'empire of virtue'

and to increase human happiness by the growth and spread of

science." They went further, however, than Bacon expressly did

—

though not further than most have thought he should have done on

his principles—in denying the validity of all revealed religions, most

of them showing a special and venomous hostility to Christianity.

Our sole source of knowledge, they said, is the observation of na-

ture, and all possible knowledge is summed up in the descriptive

and generalizing exact sciences. They saw that Bacon had already

been proved correct in his prophecy that we should learn to com-

mand nature by observing or discovering her laws and obeying

them; and they looked forward to a progressively increasing com-

mand over nature for the satisfaction of human desires as the exact

sciences should further develop. Thus these sceptical materialists,

flushed with optimism, dreamed that at last humanity was on the

true path leading to a perfect state where misery should no longer

exist, and where all should dwell in happy concord.

But the precept to obey nature's laws led also to a somewhat

different argument. Were not men's miseries due simply to the

human institutions of civilization which had resulted from the pur-

suit of mischievous and perverse ideals and wrong-headed aims?

Did not men become vicious just through their failure to obey na-

ture's laws in their highly artificial organization of society? Would
they not, therefore, speedily attain perfection if they resolutely

struck off their fetters of custom and law, and so achieved freedom

to be their naturally good selves, to satisfy their naturally good

desires ? Such a view puts the responsibility for men's miseries and

imperfections entirely upon Society, and accordingly it was asserted

that the immediate condition of indefinitely great progress for hu-

manity was revolutionary change in the direction of securing for all

men freedom, equality, and unity or concord.

A still different yet allied view of progress came a little later
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in the biological speculations of Lamarck. He had been, it is true,

anticipated in some respects by Diderot, and in others by other

thinkers of the period. But he it was primarily who brought the

theories of the time to bear upon the subject-matter of biology.

"We find in him," Mr. Marvin says, "frequent mention of an in-

herent tendency to progressive improvement in living things. Na-

ture was compelled, by a law the Supreme Being had imposed, to

proceed by the constant fresh creation of the simplest forms, the

monads of life which are the only beings directly created. These

then develop by gradual steps towards the highest level of intelli-

gence and organization, partly through their own innate tendency

to perfection, partly through the force of external circumstances,

the variations in physical conditions on the earth and their relations

to other beings." "What is this?" Mr. Marvin asks, "but a short

and general statement of behefs held by a large part of all subse-

quent thinkers on the subject?"

Mr. Marvin goes on to say that Lamarck in his investigations

foreshadowed later geology as well as biology, and so supplied "the

first hint of the correlation between earth and life Lyell and

Darwin, which was ultimately to win universal assent for the doc-

trine of evolution." And in the middle of the nineteenth century

Darwin, "and his fellow workers on the doctrine of evolution, trans-

formed the old simple faith in human perfectibility by two additions.

They gave a body of facts, a set of operative causes to fill out the

vague and somewhat empty formulse which satisfied the first en-

thusiasts. And they supplied the other complementary term which

any sound notion of progressive life requires, the idea of the en-

vironment upon which the developing organism acts and which

reacts upon it. To Condorcet, to the enthusiasts of the Revolution,

the future was a vision of 'mankind marching with a firm tread on

the road of truth, virtue, and happiness,' a road on which 'we could

see no Hmits to our hopes.' To Darwin, to any one who had studied

the facts of life from the new perspective, progress was no less

real, it was a palpable and concrete thing, but its reality could and

should be measured by the adaptation of the living being to its

environment, including in its environment those fellow creatures

with whom it lives." Mr. Marvin is aware that biological science

has not the exactness of physical science, and he instructively com-

pares the former to a journey by aeroplane: "There is no perma-

nent way. We travel quickly; we feel our way and dart hither and
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thither to escape a contrary wind. But the speed, the exhilaration,

the prospect are superb, and the soHd world recedes beneath our

flight." Yet, he says, "however Darwin's theory is finally modified,

it remains the dominating influence in all the sciences of Hfe. It

transferred the centre of interest from the life of the individual to

the growth of the species Darwin's law, moreover, becomes

itself another and potent link in the unification of mankind, for like

all science it brings together the co-operating and consenting minds,

and also gives us an objective unity among things outside us which

were before regarded as separate beings. In the light of a general

law of evolving life, all animal and vegetable species appear as

branches and twigs and flowers of one great tree springing from a

common root."

This I think is true. Darwin, Lyell, and their co-workers and

followers seem to prove what many had already said and what

everybody was anxious to believe. Not quite everybody, after all,

yet to speak thus inclusively is not to ignore the great controversies

of the nineteenth century; it is only to recognize what most have

long since felt, that the resounding battles against Darwinism, as

they were actually conducted, were lost before they were begun.

The Darwinians "had the goods." They seemed to guarantee the

fact of real progress towards perfection as an inherent natural ten-

dency of all living things. It was enough ; it meant a "fuller life

on all sides, the fullest life of which the individual is capable," as a

fact which we might all count on in the future. Whose future was

scarcely asked, in an age of action rather than of sickly thought.

It was for a constantly increasing number of men sufficient that the

new facts gave substance "to a view in which all good things, the

beauty of nature and the joy of living, as well as knowledge itself,

are all included in that manifestation of the Highest to which our

being tends. The barriers of asceticism, partly mediaeval, partly

puritan, have been broken down, and our ideal of the Best does not

seem to grow only as one side of our nature by some stern law im-

posed from without, but embraces all congruent things, and will, as

the self develops, embrace still more." Doubtless; and, men felt,

the instrument of this so charming progress is science itself, which

has miraculously begun, is doing more, and will surely end by doing

everything.

Very important for this progress is the increasing unity of man-

kind, without which, indeed, its chief benefits can never be achieved.
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Mr. Marvin is certain that much has already been accompHshed to-

wards this end. The first steps were taken in the building-up of the

ancient empires in the rude religious infancy of the race. "For the

task of building up a great society round one centre of government,

the scientific intellect is of itself unsuited ; it is a probe before it is

a link." But the beginnings once safely made, science became in

modern times—need it be said?
—"Hnk" as well as "probe." This

in fact is Mr. Marvin's fundamental claim, which he never wearies

of repeating. "The earher developments of applied science

tended on the whole in a very marked degree to the unification of

the world. Steamships, steel rails, and telegraph wires were the

chief agents, and later improvements, the turbine engine, the inter-

nal-combustion engine worked by oil, wireless telegraphy, are all

developments .... tending in the same direction. The inhabited

world thus moves on clearly to a common goal just as the members

of the solar system are all one in their concerted movements round

the one source of light and heat and motion." Mr. Marvin goes on

to say that this alone is a stupendous fact, full of lessons for us.

It may both inspire and guide us. In these achievements "man has

found himself as the continuous creator. His thought, growing from

age to age, has linked itself in the work with his active and in-

ventive powers, and gone on adding strength to strength. It is the

application of his knowledge which proves to him both its founda-

tion in reality and his own capacity for using these realities for

his own ends. From this comes confidence and a vista of fresh

conquests awaiting him in the future. The guidance comes from re-

flecting on the conditions which have made this progress possible.

The thought lying at its basis is a collective thing, not limited by any

national boundaries, but spreading freely wherever it finds congenial

elements, just as a Frenchman, an Englishman, and a German co-

operated to establish the law of the conservation of energy. The

fact that such co-operation is often unconscious is the strongest

evidence of the inherent likeness in the working of all human minds

and of the common process which unfolds itself continually through-

out the world. Unconscious and obscure as the first workings of

this thought may be, when once announced and applied to the world

of facts it proceeds to create an organization of life as complete and

unbreakable as the links which bind the thoughts themselves to-

gether. This is the patent and most significant result of the triumph

of applied science in the last century, as true and striking as the
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social nature of the science itself, Society has become, in all those

countries where industry has been organized and developed by

science, a far more united and stable thing than it was before, or

than it is in other regions less advanced in this respect."

This and preceding quotations exhibit Mr. Marvin's reasons for

asserting that science is our greatest agent, and a demonstrably

efficacious agent, for unifying mankind. Yet he may be quoted fur-

ther upon so important an assertion : "This growth of science," he

says, "is by no means the whole of civilization, but it holds a com-

manding position in it, and several features in the scientific evolu-

tion seem identical with the conquering social spirit itself. Like

language, the method of exact science has a double aspect, the ex-

ternal facts which it brings together and arranges, and the human

minds of which it correlates and expresses the thought. Now on

each side of this double process the unifying action of scientific

thought is its most striking feature. On the objective side it carries

the generalizing process of language much further and applies it

exactly. Where language gives the same name to like things,

science, seeing deeper, can give it to the superficially unlike, and

express by the same equation the fall of the stone and the revolution

of the planet It is the logical essence of the process, though

we are here rather concerned with the social aspect of the fact. Just

as the method consists objectively in collecting resemblances from the

complex of phenomena and expressing them in the simplest exact

general statements or laws, so, on the side of the human minds per-

ceiving the resemblances and formulating the statement, there is a

corresponding process of comparison and unification. The differ-

ential equation, though Leibnitz suggested its precise form, sums up

the concensus of innumerable minds, the earliest savages who noticed

the likenesses of things around them, the first measurers who agreed

to lay out their fields and decorate their buildings on a common

scale, the Greeks who formulated the similarities of figures in the

first equations, the Arabs who improved the notation, the thinkers

of the seventeenth century whose genius, co-operating, through

many minds, carried the idea of a common law into the recesses of

space, and expressed it so concisely that it has become the universal

and permanent intellectual currency of mankind." Thus "scientific

method" is "firmly established as the natural and fundamental link

of progressive human society." And, further, both the history and

the use of science "proclaim the necessity unity of human effort.
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For science arose from the simplest facts of common experience,

and grew by the co-operation of the mass of men with human in-

tellect at its highest. And when developed it returns again to widen

and strengthen the common intelligence and increase the common

good. Above all, more perfectly than any other form of thought, it

embodies the union of past and present in a conscious and active

force."

Thus we see that exact science exerts its unifying influence in

several directions. It unites diverse appearances in the world of

phenomena, knitting up lightning and magnetism, falling stones and

the revolving earth, plant and animal and man, past and present, into

one coherent whole. Likewise through the steamship, the railroad,

the aeroplane, the telegraph, the telephone, it makes our world more

compact, throwing all men closely together, making them rub elbows,

as we say, so that it is no longer possible for us to escape our fel-

lows if we would, but as never before, necessary for us to accom-

modate ourselves to each other, suppressing our peculiarities or

"unsocial" qualities in the process. Further, science unites men's

minds; it "is man's true universal language;" and in its theoretic

aspect it is both international and co-operative in character in the

greatest degree, while in its applications in industry it again brings

home to every worker the fundamental importance of co-operation

in human effort for the common good, and exhibits to him the com-

plete dependence of each human being upon all others. This last

point perhaps deserves further support from Mr. Marvin, who says

that "just as the humblest worker in a great observatory may feel

some glow in the revelations of the telescope above him, or the

fitter on the railway bridge reflect that his work is vital to the lives

of thousands and the welfare of a continent, so we may believe

that all organized industry is capable of inspiring this feeling and

giving the worker this foothold in a universal scheme."



THE SKEPTIC'S CHALLENGE.

BY HENRY FRANK.

(Continued).

Cosmos :

I am the infinite and all

!

My compass and circumference

Outreach the far ethereal wall

That halts the march of human sense.

Myself the Nebulae begot,

And substance of the rolling orbs,

That from my breast arise and rot,

As Time the subtle stuff absorbs.

Most plastic of all essences,

I whirl the Ether round and round.

Which, firmly in an atom, is

In after ages sought and found.

The titan force thus Ether-born,

And whirled revolving from my grasp.

Sucks to itself all forces torn

From atoms, flying from my clasp.

Thus atom flies to atom far,

Awhirl unconsciously and blind,

From sand-grain to a flaming star,

Till worlds their spiral orbits find.

Yea spheres with fiery auras whirl

Round flaming worlds through vistas wild

;

Their banners to the Void unfurl.

And seek far spaces undefiled.
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At length, the fiery mist is chilled;

The cooling globe, athirst, absorbs

The moisture of the air, that filled

The firmament of seething orbs.

Earth, erst, was watery waste, and void

Of vital element or form,

Till soil and sea enmixed and cloyed.

When from the shme sprung seed and worm.

For aeons, long, vast jungles swept.

Unchallenged, earth's redundant breast.

Where monsters clomb or slyly crept,

With murd'rous jaw and bloody crest.

Through strife and stress and war-some strain,

The most unwieldy fell, whilst few,

More agile, could their place maintain,

And thus victorious waxed and grew.

Life came from lowly origin.

And basest forms at first prevailed

;

Till Time the thickly ranks did thin,

And brains for doughtier toil were mailed.

All things have come by stages slow.

All forms from other forms were shaped :

—

The myriad plants did unlike grow.

Because some variant escaped.

From Time's benumbing usage old,

The vagrant, in its freedom young.

Far from its parents ventured bold,

Whilst they to ancient custom clung.

Thus species all from species grew.

All forms of life from one prime norm,

As each, the fitter, caught and slew

The slowthful and unvantaged form.
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All life streams on from primal drop

Of protean protoplasm's mould

;

Nor aught the reddened stream can stop,

Once it begins in Nature's wold.

No eye can trace it to its source,

Nor microscope discern its trend:

—

Whether in leaf, its ruddy course.

In ape or man, shall seek its end.

Mind :

I cannot longer hold my silence while

Such rash asservations smite my ear!

This pompous witness. Matter's inenial slave,

Here summonsed, speaks as by authority.

Whose shallow ignorance his vapid breath

Divulges. Whence is he, who vauntingly

His infinite immensity proclaims?

Thoughts:
(fluttering round excitedly)

Yea, whence his origin;

Whence came this Force that moves.

Through subtle matter thin.

Like hands astir in pliant gloves?

Imagination :

(hiding behind a fan-shaped cloud, and looking askance)

Who first conceived, and patterned vast.

In mental imagery, the whole,

Stupendous plan ; whose mind first cast

The swaying worlds from pole to pole ?

Knowledge :

(blowing through a brazen trumpet)

'Tis true ; naught is, save first conceived

:

The mind's eye sees ere matter moves

;

All form and substance hath received

The pattern, God himself approves.
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Mind:
For this corroboration, Children true,

I yield thee thanks; whoe'er this Cosmos be,

He hath no wisdom childhood's simple faith

Assures, or can the wounded heart assuage,

Which stands confounded midst the maze of worlds

!

Boast on thou pompous puff of vacant wind.

None but fools, denying God, would give

Thee heed.

Brain :

I pity them that, uninformed,

Dare smite their shallow pates against the walls

That Science rears. Speak on majestic Voice,

Howe'er they storm and rave vexatiously.

Cosmos :

(continuin^^ore vigorously)

Know, then, beginning there is none

:

What is, hath always been innate

Within the worlds, from Ether spun,

Whose soul is motion, change whose fate.

The substance of the Universe

Is increate ; itself creates.

By Motion's laws, the things diverse.

That amply thrive till Time abates.

The God who is, is All in all,

Inseparate, revealed in aught,

That looms in heaven or this slight ball,

Where human tragedies are wrought.

Ask ye whence came the Force that thrives

In ocean sHme and starry flame ?

As well ask ye whence He derives

His being, whom ye bravely name

!

Ye think Ideas throve, full formed.

Within the primal cosmic Mind,

Where aeons long they lay endormed,

Like, in some cave, the wintry wind ?
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But naught has come, full formed, from birth:

From primal Chaos I was brought,

With halting step and treach'rous dearth,

Whilst vast, contentious Powers wrought.

Not tiniest seed, but Nature strove.

Oft failing in her trials and tests.

To shape the form that Wisdom wove.

When Function answered Need's behests.

"The flower in the crannied wall",

The wing-songed insect in the air,

No cosmic Genius shaped withal,

By magic mind or cunning stare.

The crystalled sand-grains on the shore.

No less than sentient cell or nerve,

Their final shape and fashion wore.

When best they could fair Nature serve.

She runs her blind, persistent course,

Like river-beds that carve the earth,

And follows where the Moving Force

Directs, throughout the cosmic girth.

Not true, God thought and worlds began

:

But worlds themselves are Thinking-God:

Self-shaping moves the Cosmic Plan,

In stellar dust or verdured sod.

The lowest, as the highest, seeks

Through Man the climax glorious
;

In whom no less the reptile lurks,

Than angel soars from substance gross

!

Mind:

I could my heart tear from my breast than list

To such invidious words that Hell itself

Inspires. I ask thee, gracious Judge to heed

My plea, and though my noble witnesses,

Thus far, should amply claim thy judgment fait,
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Yet I would crave one more to summons, whose

Inviolate fame and ancient probity,

Will stultify insidious sophistry.

That blares so blasphemously from yon lips.

Thy patience, Judge, I crave.

Reason :

But I must wait

The willingness of your contestant. Should

He not yield, I cannot him gainsay.

The time's his; if he int'ruption spurns,

You must await the final hour

:

Brain :

Halt not,

Majestic Judge, I would that all the force

And vigor of mistaken error lay

Exposed to observation clear. I seek

But Truth's acclaim, whate'er thy verdict be.

Reason :

Thou hast permission, Mind, to summons whom
Thou wouldst that utterance relevant hath.

Mind:

Then rise

From where the mystic crypt conceals thy form,

Thou ancient Messenger and Voice of God

;

Mysterious Visitant, who art the womb
Whence I, myself, leapt forth in infantile

Expression, and have since to wisdom grown,

Thy tutelage vouchsafed : O Soul divine

Implanted in my breast by God Himself,

This tenement of clay to guard and save.

Speak the indisputable word shall crush

Irrevocably the lie this miscreant shouts.

(soft, filmy, velvety clouds of white, shot with delicate pink and lurking
hints of blue or violet, roll gently over the face of the globe,

gradually gathering into a lissom figure, draped with
ethereal gauze, revealing the rounded limbs and

perfect figure of a female form divine)
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Soul:

I am the pure ethereal Ray,

That flutters on the breast of God

;

I vitaHze the vulgar clay,

That looms in man from earthen sod.

Co-eval with Man's mortal frame,

And prisoned in its crumbling walls.

My presence, like a Vestal flame.

Forestalls the Fate that Man appals.

Instinctively, as scented flower.

Seeks freedom for its perfumed breath,

I seek release from mortal power.

Ere freed by courtesy of death.

My feet, like down in dewy dusk.

Fall stealthily and soft

;

My wings, like follicles of musk,

Ascend unseen the airs above.

As mist arises from the sea

;

And, wind-wound, wends its moon-lit way

:

Casts silver sheen athwart the lea.

And, dying, greets the new-born day

;

So, float I o'er the minds of men.

And filter on their trembhng hearts,

A light ne'er seen on field or fen.

That briefly lingers and departs.

Who seeks me, loses ere he finds

:

As dusk with gloaming vapor reeks,

My form in tremulous folds unwinds,

Like vanishing clouds on mountain peaks.

Nor here, nor there, yet everywhere

;

Though rooted in the earth yet free

:

As steals a perfume through the air,

I float through space insensibly.
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The flower that earns its golden crown,

Through death's decay and struggle came

:

Thus I, this mortal flesh outgrown,

Shall elsewhere flaunt my wings of flame.

Perchance begot in blighted birth,

Man's natal curse devolves on me,

And I, Perdition's flame-swept girth.

Mayhap shall wend eternally.

Or, haply, not begot nor born.

But, primally, my substance one

With God, fell from His breast forlorn.

As stars from primal loose-swung sun.

I know not how my Fate is writ

;

The stars my destiny may scorn

:

His judgment will my deeds befit.

Who summons me to Death's dark bourne.

Perchance, like wraith of sun and sea,

Which glides awhile o'er crested wave.

Then melts in air invisibly,

I may dissolve above the grave.

Methinks, as soul of soil and seed

Is winged upon the flower's breath;

So I, from fleshly substance freed,

May, like a breath, float on through death.

Or, mayhap, like a hovering cloud,

That lingers in the moon's pale light,

—A faintly limned and filmy shroud

—

I may disturb the viewless night.

Brain :

Alas, perplexed, bewildered Soul, I ween,

Thou canst not better read thy lore than I,

Or whoso marks the glamor of the sun.

Or pale grimaces of the moon, in Heaven's
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Transforming phases, or who reads the book

The stars indite upon the vaulted Blue.

No wiser, thou, though spirit, sprung from God,

Than I ; no knowledge thine intuitive,

Profounder than that I permit the mind

To grasp by labor's search. Wert thou innate,

Co-eval with unfathomed Deity,

Then would His Wisdom like resistless stream

From fountain-head through all thy being flow.

But thy frail vision is oft blurred by fumes,

That rise from ruddy rivulets of flesh,

And dim with temporal deceit the eyes

That search for truth. Beshrew me not ; thou art

Not heaven-sprung but earth-begotten as

All substance else that Nature weaves, withal
,

In Magic tapestries of her conceit.

Wert thou as sanely privileged as Mind,

Who wanders through the myriad corridors

Of my housed cells, wherein she sleeps and wakes.

And waxes with experience ; wert thou

Conducted and sustained, like Mind, my ward,

(Howbeit she conceives herself estranged.

And crows o'er me with supercilious pride)

If guardianed thus, I say, thou wouldst well know
That not by magic nor by mummery
Of words, haphazard intuition, nor

Vain Imaginings, is knowledge gained.

That guides the path of man, or Truth's impress

Engraves upon the tablets of the brain.

As grows the subtle essence of the leaves,

That crown and plumage noble trees, the Mind
Is wrought ; as buds that burst from flaming breasts

To winged flowers, and perfumes rare exhale,

Wrought from embosomed cells of complex life,

So mind is essence of the cells, that spin

Through me the myriad miracles of thought.

The mind, as thou, is not so sublimate.

It can disown the realm of matter or

Of sense.
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Halt! disputatious Fiend, think'st thou

Revolting ignorance can sway this court?

Think'st thou the mace of logic thus to wield,

With juggler's nimbleness and wit? Am I

But juice of thee, as bile of liver; I,

But sweat that seethes from toil belabored cells,

Or oil that fatty muscles squeeze about

The surface of the skin; or like the flame.

The torch releases from the fibrous wood?

Where were all thy complex, trembling cells

That mark the crowning miracle of earth,

O Brain, without the architectured plan,

God images in me to guide withal

And goad them to their tasks? What throbbing cell,

That seems autonomous, is not my slave?

What motived fibre vibrates, not impinged

By me; what nerve is conscious of itself?

Hath cell a soul that is not mine; or mind,

Not mine imparted?

Is the radiance of

The sunbeam not the sun's? Shall dewdrop vie

The heavens, or think the universe itself,

Because it mirrors them? No more the cells.

Thou vauntest, which but mirror me, can me
Disown—their source— ! Shall instrument disclaim

The fingers thrumming music from its heart?

Mind:

As well believe that yonder golden sun,

Who treads the zodiacal path and hails

The seasons at appointed times ; who marks

Diurnal hours, and wooes the swelling tides

With arms invisible in vacuous space.

Or clothes the humble grass with verdant robe,

Might dissipate to nothing, and leave whole

The world, as to assume, O foolish One,

That Mind's imperious reign is not supreme.

And rules all lesser kingdoms within Man.
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Knowledge : (interrupting)

Else were mind but titillation

Of a nerve some motion caught:

Thoughts: (chiming in)

And fruit of cellular vibration,

Were each rare and noble thought.

Imagination : (sarcastically)

And Genius, lofty inspiration.

Would from cell-coils oft receive:

Memory : (solemnly)

Whilst ancient scenes, their intimation.

Would only in scarred fibres, leave!

Mind :

Yea sore and sodden were the world, and dim

With murky visage of grim pessimists:

—

And Mind with Mud were co-efficient in

Negation's fatuous sum as Nothingness

Were multiplied by Nothingness to make
Infinity of Naught. The bankrupt Age,

Would like a croaking raven reign, in black

Despair, o'er solemn rookeries of ruin!

No more, good Reason, prithee, suffer such

Base calumnies an utterance so vile

!

Brain :

Ha! Ha! Fear sits with trembhng wing upon

Thy brow and bats thy blinking eyes. Hark ye!

Ere yonder Judge his verdict renders, ye

Must hear the serious utterance of Sense,

And solemn Science. Hence I summons those

Who bear the records of their lives within

Their substance; who on metaphysic wing.

Seek not to fly or hide in foggy mist.

Hail, microscopic Dot wherein mankind

And all earth-life is registered:

(there is a tremulous stir throughout the planetary substance while the

waters gather to a m,antling cream, from whose slimy green arises

a slight FIGURE, globulous, with a large head, whose color

is green or glaucous, shimmering and vibrating cease-

lessly, and covered with filmy oscillating fibres

which are constantly reaching out as if to

grasp invisible germs in the air)
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BY JAMES N. WOOD.

HERALDED with high-flown phrases, the Peace Conference

runs its race of audacious denial. This need not excite sur-

prise. The mystery Hes in the bland popular belief in certain

related ideas, none of which are true. It seems there is to be no

more war; nations are to live in amity; kindliness of spirit at last

hold sway among peoples. The vision would be an engaging one if

there was some basis for accepting it. Unfortunately, to depict the

truth, even in mild terms, is to arouse angry protest and the boister-

ous affirmation of righteous purpose.

Yet the error is with those who cherish illusions ; it is not with

those who boldly face the actual. There are principles behind the

relations of men and nations so simple that they are elementary.

Interest is the bond between races, nor does any other motive in-

spire the movements of the powerful. Peace exists no longer than

interest elects, it ceases when interest is threatened. So in an

assembly that embraces the representatives of rival groups, it is fair

that the subject nearest the heart of each should lead to a discussion

of the means best adapted to future conflicts ; in this attitude candor

essays to manifest itself. On fundamentals all are agreed; about

them there was never any discord, in fact. The weak are to re-

main weak, the strong enjoy the glory of strength. On a master's

will, the inferior groups must wait. To explain this dismal pros-

pect an age of antithesis compels antithetical reasons. The apolo-

gists of the executive powers indulge in language that defines

altruism only. Truth conceals itself behind inversion. Power is the

crown of moral excellence.

The public will continue to accept the representations of those

who speak in lofty tones of a future humanity. It will applaud the

prophets who tell of an order of life they have glimpsed in the
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eternal heavens. Let them enjoy the expanse, while they may, for

it is a day dream that will end, as all day dreams end, in the cry

and jostle of the real world. Universal empire, alone, might effect

a technical avoidance of war. It would then be called treason.

With due apology to those who have read the secret script on

the leaves of the sybilline books, I make bold, to say that the key

they use unlocks no other mystery than credulity, and there has

never been much question about that. The object of the conference

is far from failure. It accomplishes much, for it was called by men

who are accustomed to doing things. These men deal with the

palpable world. They know nothing of sentiment, except that it is

a useful emotion to bestir, at times. The important move of the

World Conference is that which turned the delegates to a discus-

sion of weapons, a theme made important by many overlooked ten-

dencies. As is usual in an age that does everything in the open, the

conversation is about something else. This is democratic frankness,

of which much is heard. Armaments are to be scrapped, at least

a part of them. Immediate dilemma alone prevents a more drastic

policy. Japan and America include opposing forces upon which

time is reluctant to wait. Japan, above all, hesitates. For her, the

future is more obscure. Preparedness, that magic word, chimes har-

moniously with her policies.

The seriousness of the transformation at hand in military

method has escaped the general. The ancient and honorable art

of war promises to enter upon a phase more consonant with its

traditions. Confusion about it is increased by the overdone play

upon horror, something that has badly shaken the nerves of

the populace.' Stories of future battles between vast numbers,

equipped for promiscuous slaughter; cities wiped out, engagements

between monster fleets, contending against sea and heaven—faith

in such forecasts has drawn a shudder from those who must man

the new instruments of murder. Optimism rises to palliate dread.

The net result is hopeless confusion.

Nevertheless, the future may be more considerate than propa-

gandists would have it, for, excepting the exigency already cited,

there is little for the masses to apprehend.

If the invention of gunpowder made democracy possible, the

appearance of more decisive factors promises its deserved relegation

to oblivion. Civilization, indeed, has reached a point in the effort

to use the crowd for fighting where their utiHty has been proved a

hopeless absurdity. The days of mob armies and mob terror prom-
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ise to vanish from the struggles of the practical men for whom wars

are conducted. The stupendous combination of machinery and

organization by which the common man was converted into a mili-

tary force has revealed its own futility. In annulling that last word

of engineering art, the battleship, impotence admits its weakness.

Intelligent men recognize the fact, but a dispassionate statement

would have no meaning to a multitude that goes behind a mirror lo

discover what is reflected on its face.

When and where gunpowder originated are questions that have

never been answered satisfactorily, but it is certain that by its em-

ployment the gulf separating superior and inferior was temporarily

bridged. A cannon ball made no distinction between a coat of mail

and a jerkin. War, once a game for men of intelligence and cour-

age, was brought within the reach of all. The simple became com-

plex, and the strategy of armies altered. Wholesale destruction

was the ideal of a benign age. The conception of means for the

cold-blooded butchery of armies, en masse, was one of the early

manifestations of the spirit of democracy.

To this it will be answered that men were killed as effectively

under the old scheme of things as they were later. This similarity

is only apparent. If the losses at the battle of Chalons were as

great as has been claimed, they were incurred in contests where

man met man. The catastrophe was not the triumph of a machine,

designed and built to exterminate a species. The warriors who

blocked the path of Attila exploited their personal valor, and staked

their lives on their prowess. Today, the barrage can even stop re-

treat.

There is food for reflection in the thought that means for in-

citing mass action appeared simultaneously with the changes that

have been alluded to. To inspire martial spirit among a class averse

to risk intensive labor was found necessary. The further develop-

ment of machine warfare, the increased danger accompanying it,

made it difficult to collect the material upon which the apparatus

of death was to act. Hence the widespread evocation of fear before

initiating modern hostilities. The crowd must be terrified by tales

of what may happen if the coming enemy is victorious. From this

it is but a step to a more common-place delusion, the perception of

fiendish propensities in an enemy, propensities hitherto unguessed.

There follows a frenzy that rouses the mob to a final effort—the

mass rush. If inglorious, the method, at least, is above criticism.

Numbers were necessary in recent wars and extraordinary means
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to get them were justified. It is not easy to bring the ordinary

man to accept the hazard of so dubious a fortune. The superior

groups that dominate societies will have their differences settled.

Unreasonable though it may be in the abstract, man will never

consent to surrender his place in the world without a last resort to

force.

The introduction of shock troops, towards the end of the late

struggle, was a desperate effort to reach a conclusion through sheer

bravery. It failed, for man had become powerless against embat-

tled machinery. Flesh and blood have limitations. Steel and bronze

had crushed the spirit. It was not in the mudholes where dug-in

heroes awaited respite from intolerable agony that the future cast

its shadow. Above the heaps of death, it serenely beckoned to the

fore-runners of more human scenes. The allusion is to aircraft.

Here is something that is not merely destructive—that property,

alone, would only add another to the methods of taking life, numer-

ous enough already. A different kind of man is needed to handle

them. A simple statement, but one with implications that may

change the world. Above the bleak stretches of trench life events

transpired that brought back memories of a fairer age. The chivalry

of men who recognized their own courage and that of their an-

tagonists as well, was blazoned in the heavens like a novel ensign

of Constantine. New spirits were revealed, contending in a gen-

erous rivalry.

That what they achieved was but part of the object of the

masses beneath them is a small matter. What stands out is that

here were men obtained with difficulty, for a difficult business. A
class found after much labor, exacting selection, grim experiment,

gruesome ordeal and, once trained, left to undertake attacks against

men as clever as themselves.

It will be contended that the status is temporary; the air ma-

chine is only elementary, armies may yet be transported by them.

Aerial conflicts may be decided by forces relatively as numerous

as the hosts that war now demands. Ships manned by combatants

safely behind armored barbettes, a mere matter of horsepower.

The idea of safety is popular, of course. To ride the clouds in

insolent security touches the popular imagination. Unfortunately,

it must remain a shadow in a land of dreams. In the air certain

physical requirements must be met, and with a morale unknown to

the land fighter. An iron heart, the capacity to sweep through

varying densities of air at lightning speed; a poise that preserves
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mental clarity where the conditions call for momentous decision

under extreme strain. Such men are not gathered from the casual

lists of a directory. Those states will be fortunate that can find a

hundred in the million. Is the statement strong? Examine the

records of the recent war. Those who attained greatness in the

new sphere bore the same relation to the inferior that the eagle does

to the hawk. To meet them was to meet death

!

One of the errors of the United States, in so far as the aerial

program was conceived as a war measure, lay in believing that

great numbers of hastily manned plans could accomplish something

among Gargantuan scenes. No doubt graft opportunism played its

part in this doleful policy, but the trivial has no place in war; cer-

tainly not in the kind the future seems to hold in store. Two con-

siderations must be faced. The movement of an army subject to

sky attack will not be practicable. To hold such forces within pro-

tecting enclosures—if that were feasible—would render them use-

less. The mobility and destructiveness of air units would make
maneuvering impossible. The elimination of the mob army is the

only corollary.

The purpose of military operations is to strike points of cardi-

nal importance to the enemy ; to destroy manufacturing centers ; to

achieve a moral collapse through the capture of capitals, the keys to

a psychology that strikes deep into an opponent's heart. Without

motion these objects must be abandoned. No body of men could

be held together in the face of resolute attack from above, and with

the insidious weapons now within the reach of science. The pres-

ent search for an ultimate long distance gun is nothing more than

an attempt to match the air machine with the ground machine. It

meets none of the conditions of the problem. Vulnerable, itself,

to air assault, its own fire, effectively delivered, could only inspire

fear in the city that it reached. Municipalities must be defended by

their own aircraft ; these defeated, death will face them from bomb
and gas. Immediate capitulation would follow the failure of the

aerial supports.

The argument might be continued at great length, but elabora-

tion is not necessary. One fact stands out, and it surpasses all others

in significance : the revolutionary change in the character of the

men required to conduct offensives. The limitation of the quality

of the acting units affirms the passing of armed multitudes. But

what of the political consequences? Here is a new world for the

curious to ponder over.
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Modern civilization holds to one path, the destruction of in-

dividualism. The ease with which the masses that compose present

day society can be converted into negative will elements has been

grasped, and all the forces at the command of propaganda have

centered on their ruin. However great the indignation such a state-

ment excites, it remains true that all the tendencies of social life are

towards a return to ancient slavery. The mass man seeks a master,

and he may yet come from the heights, for it is there the sphere of

future military power is unveiled. To military power man has ever

deferred. The sky lord may only await his hour!



REASON, TRADITION, AND "PURE" RELIGION.

BY VICTOR S. YARROS.

HISTORIANS, and especially students of religious and theo-

logical movements, are familiar with the apparently inevitable

tendency to corruption and attenuation, or, more accurately, to

reversion and reaction, in all great religious and ethical movements.

The Founders teach revolutionary doctrines, and just because they

are radical and original they challenge attention and attract con-

verts by the thousand or the million. Novelty, boldness, daring, en-

thusiasm, faith, inspiration, self-sacrifice, these are the elements

which give to a new religion its power over minds, hearts and

imaginations. The world, alas, is always full of evil, injustice,

maladjustment, bitterness. The victims of these conditions are only

too ready to receive "glad tidings"—hope, reassurance, the promise

of a new heaven and new earth. Discontent, of course, may be

spiritual, and the comfortable, prosperous and dominating elements

of a society not infrequently throw up rare individuals who can

find no peace or happiness in the privileged and enviable position in

which they find themselves. Christianity was slurringly called by

Nietzsche a "slave religion" and its ethics he likewise called "slave

ethics", but while Christianity did appeal first and principally to the

disinherited, the downtrodden, the poor and lowly, it did not wholly

fail to arouse the interest and devotion of men and women of the

aristocratic and wealthy circles. Such disciples had their own pe-

culiar grievances, anxieties and quarrels with the social and moral

atmosphere of their time. Their still small voice protested against

tyranny, wrong, cruelty and inhumanity. We may now distinguish

between their altruism and the egoism of their inferiors, whose

woes were more material ; but the fact remains that they were not

much happier than the others and the new gospel of brotherhood

and equality satisfied their moral craving and longing.
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Thus, to repeat, a new religion spreads and conquers by virtue

of the startling and really revolutionary doctrines its founder pro-

claims, often at grave risk and cost, and by virtue of the striking

contrast those doctrines present to the traditions and stereotyped

beliefs of the community. But the converts, as they multiply and

in turn seek to make fresh converts, unavoidably dilute, corrupt

and misinterpret the doctrines and sayings of the founder. This

process is easily explicable, and history illustrates it superabun-

dantly.

This is why we so often hear and read of movements "back

to ". In philosophy there are movements "back to Kant" or

"back to Plato." In economics there are movements back to Adam
Smith and Ricardo, the founders of classical political economy. In

American politics we are often exhorted to revert to "the Con-

stitution' or "the teachings of the Fathers." In religion there are

sects or schools that, in so-called Christian communities, preach a

return to Jesus and his own simple injunctions and principles. In

other communities there are movements respectively known as the

back to Mohammed, back to Buddha, or Gautama rather, and back

to Confucius movements.

All this signifies that now and then a disciple of exceptional

moral earnestness, or of exceptional vision and intellectual power,

arises who realizes how the religion or philosophy he professes has

been overlaid and conventionalized and distorted, and who would

brush all these cobwebs and artificialities aside with a gesture of

impatience and contempt. The fate of such conservative-radical

reformers is not of the kind that generates enthusiasm in observ-

ers and would-be followers. The attempts to "go back" seldom suc-

ceed, even partially. But it is creditable to human conscience and

mind that they continue to be made, despite disappointment and

failure.

Just now, by reason of the lessons of the world war, or of its

disillusioning aftermath, much is said concerning the need of re-

habilitation and reclamation of civilized man by and through a re-

turn to genuine and primitive Christianity. True, we are told that

many of the masterful leaders of modern nations are not Christians,

whatever their professions may be, have no faith in Christian teach-

ing, but rather despise and ignore it, and that, therefore, it is idle

to agitate a return to Christ and the application to our problems of

the gospel of Jesus—Jesus, the carpenter, the itinerant preacher, the

dreamer and advocate of non-resistance. But the question is not
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what this or that group, educated or miseducated in a particular

school, living in a narrow and isolated sphere, thinks about genuine

Christian teaching and its practicability. The question is, What

does the average person in the so-called Christian world think of

that teaching, its real meaning, its implications, its practicability?

If we are to revert to Christ, or to Gautama, or to Confucius,

it is very important indeed to ascertain just what that return would

mean to the average person, or the average body of persons, in a

modern community, in terms of life, conduct, human relations and

human practices.

Vague generalities will not avail. Pious wishes and sentimental

exhortations will not answer. We must clear our minds of cant

and be candid with ourselves. What does the formula, "Back to

essential Christian teaching", involve in terms of industrial, social,

political and other activities ? Not to face this question is to betray

intellectual and moral insincerity.

One point is absolutely clear at the start : To go back to Christ

is to study earnestly and critically His own words and injunctions.

We have no other source of information worthy of a moment's con-

sideration. We have to determine what Christ said, what He meant,

and what he left to the common sense and reasoning of His fol-

lowers. His terms have to be interpreted in accordance with rea-

sonable canons of interpretation. We cannot accept that which

pleases us in His teaching and reject that which we deem impos-

sible by pretending to interpret His words when, as a matter of fact,

we quite obviously misinterpret them.

Now, how are we to decide what is essential, basic and irreduci-

ble in Christ's teaching? He used metaphor, imagery, fable and

symbolism very freely, and many of his parables are eloquent,

significant and beautiful. A few examples will suffice here: The

parable of the two foundations ; that of the sower; that of the grain

of mustard ; that of the little child ; that of the marriage feast ; tha'c

of the fig tree; that of the garment and the bottles; that of the

creditor and two debtors.

But can we apply these fine things to problems of economics,

politics, government, social organization, family life, recreation and

esthetics? We cannot, for they are too abstract, too general, too

vague or two subtle. We require more positive, explicit, concrete

recommendations, more intelligible "middle principles", plainer

mandates and directions.

. Do we find such in the words attributed to Christ by the gos-
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pels? We certainly do. Beyond all question, the essentials of

Christian teaching- are contained and imbedded in the following

commandments, injunctions and "sayings":

"Love one another".

"Love thy neighbor as thyself".

"Love your enemies".

"Do good to those that hate you".

"Judge, not, condemn not, forgive".

"Resist not evil".

"Take no thought for your life".

If the foregoing quotations do not embody essential Christian-

ity, there is no such thing as essential Christianity.

We are told by some scholars and commentators that Jesus ad-

dressed Himself only to a certain generation, to a certain milieu,

and to a certain particular set of conditions. We are asked to bear

in mind that He preached to an agricultural and primitive people,

or tribe, and, further, that He believed the end of the world to be

nigh. We are told that what He said to the Jews and Romans and

others within his purview over nineteen centuries ago cannot be

rationally supposed to apply literally to the advanced industrial

populations of the present time, to a state of civilization character-

ized by trusts, corporations, wireless communications, cables and

ocean liners, international markets, world credit facilities, federal

republics, newspapers, insurance systems, investments in securities,

and the like.

That the sayings of Jesus must be read and interpreted in tlie

light of his time, environment, place and all else that these terms

connote, is perfectly true. But it assuredly does not follow that

the commandments and sayings of Jesus are without relevancy or

applicabihty to modern conditions and ways of life, for to make

this assertion is to renounce and repudiate Christianity altogether

as a system of general and eternal truth. It is to assert that Chris-

tianity has no vital message and no significance for our day and

society.

If, then, Christianity is applicable and relevant today, how are

the injunctions just quoted to be applied? We must acknowledge

that we violate every one of them in our daily practice. We do not

love our neighbor as ourselves. We do not love our enemies. We
judge and condemn. We resist and fight evil in a hundred form.^.

We take thought for our life and esteem that conduct a virtue. We
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preach foresight, thrift, saving, insurance. We maintain court and

jails and penitentiaries. We punish crime.

If to return to essential Christianity means to abolish all these

evolved institutions, to renounce our habits and practices regard-

less of their reasonableness and wisdom, simply and solely because

they appear tO' be repugnant to Christ's teaching, then, it is to be

feared, such a return is absolutely impossible and unthinkable.

There remains but one possible alternative. Reason must be

applied to Christian doctrines and traditions, and literal interpre-

tation must give way to interpretations consonant at once with

modern science and with the spirit and intent of the teachings in

question.

We have the right to say that Christianity as taught by Jesus

is an ideal—an ideal to be realized gradually and slowly. We may
say that the sincere Christian is bound only to square his conduct,

and preach and demand the squaring of social conduct generally,

with the principles of brotherhood, solidarity, service, mutualism

and loving kindness. If, for example, we punish crime, the Chris-

tian may ask us to do away with cruel and vindictive penalities,

with the death sentence, with solitary confinement, with idleness in

prison or like atrocities and barbarities. He may ask us to convert

jails into industrial workshops and truly correctional institutions.

This policy would not refrain from resisting evil, but it would deal

humanely and thoughtfully with evil and eliminate malice and

hatred from discipline. Again, in insisting upon justice as a founda-

tion and adding thereto negative and positive beneficence—acts of

kindness, generosity and forgiveness, the Christian has the right to

claim that he is living up, as far as possible, to the spirit and essence

of Christian teaching.

So far, it may be assumed, there is little room for controversy.

But in the great sphere of industrial relations, what does the spirit

or the essence of Christian teaching require of the nominally Chris-

tian community? This is a difficult question—one not to be dis-

posed of by fallacious, paradoxical and rhetorical phrases.

We are told that the consistent Christians must become Social-

ists—Fabian, constructive, pacific Socialists, of course, not revolu-

tionary and destructive ones. Bernard Shaw has solemnly argued

that if you become a collectivist and do away with capitalism and

private enterprise, with competition and individualism, you live up to

Jesus' injunction against taking thought for your life. The socialist

state takes thought, runs the argument, but the individual is relieved
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of that burden. The individual trusts Providence, but the State

keeps its powder dry, as it were, creates and saves wealth, provides

pensions and insurance, and conserves the life, health and peace of

all its members. This is a strange and clumsy evasion, a trans-

parent trick. If it is un-Christian for individuals to take thought of

their life, to plan and save and accumulate, then it is just as sinful

for the state, the body collective, to do the same things. If Jesus

had intended to preach and teach socialism, he would liave done so

in unmistakable terms. We would have drawn the distinction made
by Mr. Shaw and not left its discovery to chance. Mr. Shaw is

guilty of levity when he argues that the way to "try" Christianity is

to establish the socialist state.

Moreover, what he says for Fabian Socialism might be said

—

indeed has been said—for Communism, for syndicalism, for Guild

Socialism, for Single-Taxism. Any reformer who is convinced he

has a cure-all, an ideal scheme of social organization, a certain road

to freedom, harmony and well-being, is entitled to claim that society,

by adopting his ideas, would become essentially Christian. And
since there are several schools of radical reform, and since each

school is as sincere and confident as any other, who is to decide

which of them is sound, right, scientific and therefore Christian?

Each individual must decide this matter for himself. Hence the

reformer who affirms and protests that he is merely preaching

Christian doctrines adds absolutely to his case. He merely makes

the assertion that his scheme, if practical and workable, would

bring happiness, solidarity and peace to the world. The assertion

needs precisely the same kind, quality and amount of proof as his

central claim does—the claim that his scheme is workable, just and

reasonable.

Nay, even the earnest and high-minded defender of the exist-

ing social and economic system is entitled to assert that he is a

true and consistent Christian, provided he is convinced that no bet-

ter system has yet been proposed, and that fundamental change

—

though not, of course, minor improvements in a hundred directions

—would be- detrimental and disastrous to society, including the poor

and the weak. A man is not un-Christian because he believes that

Socialism is impracticable and undesirable. He is not un-Christian

because he believes that the present economic system, with all its

faults, needs no radical alterations.

Only those are un-Christian or anti-Christian who deliberately

or recklessly do harm, inflict suffering, sweat and rob and plunder
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their fellows, and resist such changes as are manifestly proper,

reasonable and human.

The hard heart, the indifferent attitude, the denial of social

solidarity, of responsibility, of duty to one's fellows—these things

are un-Christian or anti-Christrian. Differences of opinion regard-

ing private property, capitalism, competition, wage relations, forms

of social co-ordination and co-operation lie wholly outside the fields

of Christian teaching. They are scientific and methodological dif-

ferences. They concern ways and means, not the goal, the ideal.

In other words, Religion only says, Be just. Upright, Pure and

Humble. It cannot undertake to translate these terms into concrete

proposals respecting wage standards, rates of interest, scales of

rent and profit, exact forms of industrial organization. Whatsoever

promotes justice, amity, concord and peace is consonant with re-

ligious teaching. Whatsoever makes for friction, suspicion, hatred

and injustice is irreligious. The contribution religion, even that of

pure Christianity, or pure Buddhism, may make is wholly moral and

emotional. It can and does strengthen the desire to seek and apply

righteousness. It makes one ashamed of callousness and indiffer-

ence. It energizes and inspires. It stirs and disturbs. It destroys

the false peace that is based on wrong and blindness. But it can-

not supplant reason, science, painstaking research and calm analysis.

The problems of today must be solved by science and by open-

minded experiments -^n social and political "laboratories". The de-

termination to seek and work out solutions is, however, dependent

less on self-interest, on short-run considerations of expediency, than

on good will, the conscious recognition of the duty and blessing of

service and helpfulness. Hence the value of the ethical and the

religious motive. Hence the need of moral and emotional culture.

Hence the legitimacy of the appeal for a return to essential and

simple teachings of the great founders of religious and ethical sys-

tems which time and human error have so lamentably perverted and

distorted. Recalling Matthew Arnold's definition of religion, "ethics

touched with emotion", it is necessary to add that ethics based on

mere and sheer self-interest will inspire no emotion. The emotion

can only be called forth and perpetually renewed by the contempla-

tion of the sublime, the mysterious, the eternal and the beautiful,

and by pondering on the place and mission of moral man, with his

marvelous endowments, in the cosmic scheme. In invoking pure and

undefiled religious principles, let us make sure that reason and con-

science alike accompany us on our pilgrimage.
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BY HARDIN T. MCCLELLAND.

(Continued).

III. CONFUCIUS TO HSUN TZU (551-212 B. C.)^'

ON his own confession and as we can readily see otherwise,

Confucius ^* was not an original thinker, but professed only

to be a transmitter of the maxims of the ancient sages, of whom
he was a very eager and conscientious editor and admirer. Nor did

he need to be any different than this in view of the place which he

sought to fill in the history of Chinese religion, philosophy and

literature. His only original work was the "Ch'un Ch'iu Ch'uan ^^

—Spring and Autumn Records", some loosely put together annals

and anecdotes of his native Lu state. He kept always before his

mind's eye the practical aim to instruct the rulers of the feudal

states to which he travelled ; and thus, by rendering the governments

of the various departments more tranquil, just and peacefully in-

33 The period between the birth of Confucius and the death of Hsiin

Tzu, being perhaps significantly enough the three centuries leading up
to the Burning of the Books, covers the lives of most all the original

Chinese philosophers—original in the sense that nearly all subsequent

sages have become famous thru taking part, pro and con in the con-

troversies arising from the numerous doctrines which were promulgated
during this period. That these doctrines were of the most radical

diversity, and yet had a subtle thread of common purpose and rationality

connecting them, we may readily observe from mere mention of names
and viewpoints, thus: Confucius and his Chesterfield ethics in govern-

ment policy; Mencius the apostle of moral dignity and adversary of the

mystics; Chuang Tzu the romanticist of Taoism; Yang Chu the in-

corrigible Schopenhauer-Walter Pater of Chinese hedonism; Mo Ti the

all-suffering altruist; and Hsiin Tzu the misanthrope of Divine Law.

«v A o 34 Literally, The Teacher K'ung. For a recent ex-

"JU/vT position of the general viewpoint of the Confucian system,

see^note 29.

ju i,i, i<* ^^ They cover, none too thoroly, the period 722-481
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clined, the people of the empire as a whole could be more easily

ruled and ennobled. Like Plato, his ideal man was a combination

of the king and the sage into one harmonious soul. The philoso-

pher-king would make no unseemly assumptions of power or au-

thority in administering the sacred functions of his office, heavenly

not personal disposition being his holy covenant and avowed re-

sponsibility. Such a kingly sage is thus considered the son of

Heaven and, on taking over the rule of a state, will choose equally

enlightened men for his superior officers; the superior officers will

then select talented men of similar character for the inferior

offices, and so on down to the general population who would there-

by have a complete cycle of example, as well as a just, peaceful and

prosperous government, after which to pattern their own lives.

The manner in which this was to be accomplished was worked out

in the Ta Hsiieh ^^ or "Great Learning", where it is laid down that

nothing can compare with the honor and happiness of him who
places all his thoughts on the three cardinal virtues ^^ of wisdom,

humaneness, integrity ; while trusting all his actions to accord with

the five practical virtues "® of sincerity, courage, conciliation, justice

and courtesy.

Above all natural gifts and unaided accomplishments. Heaven

has decreed that by nature man should be predisposed toward good

;

that perversity is not human nature, it is atavism, it is submission

to animal propensity ; and that it is only because of sloth, inertia,

dullness or downright sensual desire in the individual himself if

some slight betterment of the original birthright is not pursued and

in some measure realized. This is also the main argument to be

traced through the Lun Yu "^ or Analects, as they are called in Dr.

Legge's translation, where it is constantly reiterated that everyone in

the empire has sufficient strength to attain to a virtuous life if he

only exert it in that direction. In this work there appears a fine

example of how Confucius would put into practice his theory of

state instruction. It is a dialogue in which a certain ruler named

Chi K'ang asked "What do you say to my killing off the unprin-

I ^ 36 A study whose greatness consists in lofty moral senti-^ ^ ments and political rationalia which are universally applicable
to the affairs of empire, state, family and personal life.

*6» ftfi
^^ Literally, expository discussions (with disciples)

.
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cipled for the good of the principled?" Confucius answered him,

saying: "Sir, in carrying on your government why should you use

killing at all? Let your evinced desire be for what is good, and

the people will be good The relation between superiors and

inferiors is like that between the wind and the grass : when the wind

blows the grass must bend". (Is it any more than a strange co-

incidence that our own New England philosopher Thoreau has

almost the identical words in the eighth chapter of "Walden"?)

The Confucian ethic of ceremony and respect for tradition,

however, was the direct opposite to that of Lao Tzu ; and the

agnostic attitude which he obstinately professed against meta-

physics did not encourage any inquiry as to the existence of God or

any other superhuman beings or powers. There are only a few-

straggling allusions which only mention a divinity of merely pas-

sive functions. One of these appears in the Chung Yung *° where

Tzu Ssu speaks of the Supreme Ruler receiving sacrificial offerings

which are made at the equinoxial ceremonies in reverence of Heaven
and Earth. It is almost a measure of pathos to find that "Con-

fucius had a great reverence amounting almost to a worship, not

of God and things divine, but for things aged or associated in any

symbolical way with the past. And yet he preserved an attitude of

strict reserve in regard to religion, and only emphasized the analogy

between the way physical nature was ruled from Heaven and the

way a kingdom should be ruled by the sovereign-sage. He revered,

not so much a God conceived ideally in his own mind, as the one that

his fathers and other preceding sages had reverenced and made
sacrifices- to. Accordingly then, he came to advocate a religious

doctrine of the divinity of man's neighborly service to his fellow

man—a notion under which, being so narrowly concerned in finite

interests, any direct worship or duty toward God was superfluous

if not foolish and futile. He allowed, however, that the highest

degree of divinity can only be that purity of spirit, that specific

genuineness of heart to which men at best can only- approximate.

He did not seem capable of objectifying this conception, and con-

sider that there was a regnant spirit of Reality and Truth which

is the governing principle of the Cosmos.

?m^^ ^"Literally, middle course (of meritorious conduct).
'ViT/m A brief but scholarly resume of the Confucian viewpoint

in relation to Western thought was written as a thesis for the Chiijen
degree by Wu Tun-I who took first honors at the Chekiang provincial
examination in 1903. A translation of this essay, together with many
other interesting features, appeared in the "East of Asia" magazine for
June, 1904, an educational number.
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Some of the more famous disciples of Confucius, and those

of his immediate followers who expanded and championed his in-

stitutions, were first the group called "the four associates of the

Master", consisting of his grandson, Tzu Ssu, or K'ung Chi, who
was author of the Chung Yung, Ts'eng Ts'an, who wrote the Hsiao

King,^'^, Mencius "the second holy sage", and Yen Hui or Yen

Yuan,*2 who was one of Confucius' favorite disciples and upon the

event of whose death Confucius lamented: "Alas, alas! Heaven is

ruining me, Heaven is ruining me!" Yen Ying, who wrote a pre-

face to the "Spring and Autumn" ,*^ is remembered for serenity and

thrift, having worn the same fox skin robe for thirty years. Yen

Wang, governor of Wu Ch'eng, who advocated music and cere-

monial as a means to social reform, and who is now rated one of

the "twelve wise men" in the Confucian Temple at Peking. Tzu

Kung, magistrate of Hsing Yang and one of the "four friends",

who is noted as a debater of quick perception and who did not be-

lieve in the actual sovereignty of Heaven because of the evil and

misery in the world. Another of the Four Friends was named Tzu

Lu, the brusk but capable magistrate of P'u I, considered rashly

brave but yet filial, frugal and generous whence he is ranked one

of the 24 examples of filial piety. It is said that he had a fondness

for periodically retiring to some shady nook in the woods and

humming over the lines of the Ode beginning: "Unhampered by

aversion and envy, what else besides good can we do?" Then there

were Tzu Yu and Tzu Hsia, the students of literature and history,

who pledged themselves to the joint purpose of teaching that

"wide research and steadfast decision, eager questioning and close

reflection—these are the ultimate principles of ethics which serve

to civilize mankind."

Mencius,** who lived two centuries later, was the most able

^?^W *^ Was written about 475 B. C. Ts'eng Tzu is also said
B T^^ Iq i)Q lY^Q author direct of the "Great Learning" which he

wrote as a posthumous memoir of the Confucian aims and principles.

;^@^ \ 42 Lived about 514-483 B. C: "The good die young".

fBBsdt^ui* *3 Lived about 537-493 B. C. I have a copy Si
§f T^JpC/t' Commissioner Sun Huang Yen's standard edition with

notes, Shanghai, 1893.

5 Iff2 4* About 372-289 B. C. There are two extant phases ofA *T T Mencius' intellectual labors which make up the seven books of
his "Works". One is the Wan Chang (three books), named after a con-
temporary philosopher with whom, and a few other disciples, Mencius
discussed the virtues, wisdom, ways, and experiences of the ancients.
The other, entitled Liang Hui Wang chuan chu (Chao Ch'e is editor of
the standard edition), is in four books and contains discussions with King
Hui of Liang, capital of the Wei state.
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and loyally industrious of all the followers. He was a sturdy ex-

ponent of the Confucian doctrine of human goodness at birth, argu-

ing from the assumption that the four virtues, charity of heart,

ethical duty, integrity and wisdom are innate. Into nearly all events

and incidents he read the sacred dispensations of God, providing,

however, that any evil or inauspicious occurrence was largely a

result of some sort of humanistic tampering with the divine will,

—

a nobly aspirational (for that time) but still largely anthropomor-

phic provision, to be sure. He pointed out that the moral dignities

of God, which are essential to the balance and preservation of life,

survive through the turmoil of the material world only because of

our "good birth", although they are very often obscured and even

lost occasionally in the mad struggle to acquire the temporal or poli-

tical dignities of man. The fact is that this latter worldly ambition is

the curse of all human existence; it throws sand in our eyes and

then leads us astray ; it corrupts us with the bribe of immediate re-

ward and then cheats us out of the eternal integrity which is our

birth-right. In the Works, I, vi, 2-4 Mencius gives an illustration

of this all too universal folly by hinging his argument on that false

conception of a humanistic satisfactorism, the notion of profit, and

intimates that it is totally unnecessary in the just and righteous

conduct of affairs both of the state and of the individual.

Hui Wang of the Liang Capital of Wei State *^ welcomes

Mencius, saying : "Venerable Sir, since you have not counted it far

to come here, a distance of a thousand li, may I presume to ask if

you are likewise provided with counsels that will profit my king-

dom?" To this Mencius surprises the king by answering him with

a counter question and exhortation thus: "Why must your majesty

speak of profit? There are benevolence and righteousness, and

any sincere practice of these should suffice. If your majesty

continue to say, 'What can I do to profit my kingdom?', the su-

perior officers will take example to say, 'What can we do to profit

our families?', and the inferior officers will then hold it no more

than expedient for them to say, 'What can we do to profit our-

selves?'. Superiors and inferiors will then try to snatch this profit

the one from the other, while the opportunist ruler watches to see

who shall prove the winner, and the state is endangered

There never has been a man trained to benevolence who neglected

JI31
* _. 45 Amout 368 or 366-319 B. C, was the famous patron of

^*"*- Mencius (see preceding note). It is said he had a ready ear
for slander and plans which bordered on unscrupulous expediency, as
witness his treatment of the astronomer Tsou Yen.
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his parents; there never has been a man trained to righteousness

who made his sovereign an after-consideration. Let your majesty

rather say, 'Benevolence and righteousness, and these only'. Again

Sir, I ask, why must you use that word profit?"

And further on, in Book III, he lays it down that "a man's

impulse is to do good, for his nature is good. That he does not do

good is not to be considered the fault of his natural faculty, but as

the result of some external persuasion. . . . Humaneness, the sense

of justice, propriety, and the sagacity of intelligence *^ are not what

may be molded or instilled into us from without. They are inherent

in us, only people are not conscious of their presence". In view of

this confident' appreciation of human nature, Mencius was yet suffi-

ciently belligerent and controversial to entertain a strong feeling

against the egoist pleasure-seeker, Yang Chu, and the all-suffering

altruist. Mo Ti, urging in Section 14 that the "refutation of the

specious arguments of Yang and Mo should be like the taming of

wild hogs : after they have been put in a pen, they should be bound

fast and silenced". Truly a strange remark from an ethical

teacher

!

Like his great predecessor, Confucius, Mencius gave little

quarter to metaphysical doctrines, and with the exception of a few

passages in book three where he remarks that Ch'i the prime mo-

vent, aether, spirit, pneuma or animated air, is for him the psy-

chical magician of the Cosmos,*^ there is little thought given to

theorizing about such things as before his time had delighted and

fascinated Kuan Chung, Lao Tzu, Wang Hsu, and the other mystics

and rationalists. His favorite literary model was the Chung Yung of

Tzu Ssu, after whose style he developed most of his ethical notions,

arguing that the qualities known as benevolence, righteousness,

propriety and wisdom are irreducible from empirical conditions

alone, but must rather be recognized as arising from the inherent

constitution of our feelings and the freewill of moral choice. The

nature of the propensities with which we are born are appointed of

Heaven, are therefore good, and must be developed and matured in

the proper way if we expect no evil to be known or practiced after-

ward.

In keeping with this divine origin, human nature is to be con-

ceived as a co-operating organism jointly ruled by mind and
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spirit,*^ the first to judge and guide us through the ever darkening

world, the other to energize and enthuse us with the aspiration to-

ward our goal where we will ultimately realize our sacred heritage.

Accordingly then, each of us is responsible for the degree of his

nobility and the moral growth to which he has attained; and this

responsibility confers the right and authority of instruction in how
those of lesser attainment may make further progress past their

lowly station. Outside of the filial duties of children to parents,

of wife and husband, and of all men to their ancestors, this quali-

fication for moral instruction is to be had only through a supreme

fidelity to the service of Heaven, the delight and constancy of men
living for the Truth, for the sake of God's domain and the en-

couragement of all humanity.

A slightly younger contemporary and rival of Mencius was

the mystic philosopher Chuang Sheng,*^ who explained and de-

fended the positions taken up by his traditionary master Lao Tzu,

trying thereby to supplant Confucius as the popular idol and moral

arbiter of the day. His work, originally in 53 chapters, survives at

present in 33 well commented chapters entitled "The Sacred Book

of Nan Hwa", this last being the name of a hill in modern Shensi

to which he retired from official life. It is a document devoted to

a degree to refuting the too hypocritical ethics of Confucius and

the utilitarian love notions of Mo Ti, not so much by any direct

logic of opposition, as by means of a more subtle style of express-

ing his more speculative and suggestive thoughts. Chuang was as

much a mystic perhaps as Lao Tzu ; he was certainly more romantic

and prolific in imagination, although he did not pronounce with as

much cryptic emphasis the necessity of the clearest moral virtues

resulting from the practical Tao.

Lao Tzu's T'ien Tao and Jen Tao, the heavenly reason and

human reason, became for Chuang simply T'ien and Tao. In

Chapter 13 where this subject is discussed he shows that the former

remains the First Cause while the latter becomes a conception more

relative and personal like what we popularly conceive as God. To

4* 4fcaL i4i**sotB
*° (^- 350-300 B. C.) this is Chuang Tzu's name

«±XT.ra*3t-?i and the title of the standard edition of his writ-
ings, first collected together and published in 1005 A. D. by order of
Emperor Chen Tsung. Even before that, during the early part of the
eighth century, considerable prestige was attached to his doctrines, as
there was an imperial decree requiring the civil examinations to cover
questions relative to Taoism as presented in his expositions. Lin Hsi
Chung and Yao Nai are his foremost modern interpreters.
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Chuang not this personal being, but T'ien the Heavenly Way was

more truly God, for it was the sole universal Reality. And though

it was considered the first principle of all things, yet it was a less

abstract conception and stood in need of Tao as its practical pos-

sibility, and later as supplying also the method itself of the T'ien's

manifestation. Thus the absolutism of Lao Tzu's Tao is trans-

ferred to T'ien, and as all else depends upon the variations of the

Tao-method, so does a through and through relativity obtain in the

Universe which has resulted from it and which we seek to know.^°

This theory is charmingly illustrated in the famous Chapter 17 en-

titled Ch'iu Shiii (Autumn Floods) where he explains his idea of

the cosmic relativity, using the allegory of the Ocean Spirit speak-

ing to the River Spirit about knowledge, dimensions, time, and the

fallacy of absolutist criteria in human thought and science. Again,

in a section in the Hidden Spring, he tells that "The ultimate end

is God. He is manifested in the laws of Nature. He is the Hid-

den Spring of all existence. At the beginning He already was

;

in the end He will continue to be. This, however, is inexplicable;

it is unknowable. And yet from the unknowable we reach the

knowable."

Chuang Tzu conceived the human personality of soul to be

of the divine essence a portion which suffers the misfortunes of

birth and worldly life and relishes the release of death; but withal

a goodly portion quite capable of that smooth polish which will

reveal to us the truth as in a mirror. But it must be recognized as

spiritual not sensual. Its development requires a training and a

constant care apart from the hearing of the ears, the vision of the

eyes, the travel of the feet, or the selfish thinking of the finite mind.

It requires the diligent attention of the fasting heart, the contem-

plative stillness of the philosophic retreat, and a steady emulation

of the noble deeds and doctrines of the worthy men of old. There

seemed to be a tincture of Buddhist asceticism in this spiritual ad-

vice. Thus too, in the chapter (33) on the mystery and imminence

of Tao, he uses the imaginary philosopher Lieh Tzu to illustrate

the superiority of the Tao-sage over the mere magic of earthly or

humanistic shrewdness. Chuang's ethical theory then had a sort

of "beyond good and evil" notion holding that our dualism of vir-

7 'M A JM
50 "Heavenly Reason and human reason" as a phrase

'^*5 '^ic of profound philosophical importance has had quite a
history, not only from Lao Tzu's original use and the mysticism attached
to it by Kuei Ku Tzu and Chuang Tzu, but by the "several masonic and
monastic orders of Taoism, "Faith in God and devotion to the Righteous
Way secure the Seven Jewels in the human heart".
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tue and vice, pleasure and pain, wisdom and folly, is but a one-

sided attitude. The true philosophic view looks upon the situation

from an impersonal standpoint; it is therefore one of natural tran-

quility and passive intellectual calm, free from any consciously di-

rected motive, and acts only in a selfless sphere of non-moral con-

tent.

His cosmology too, as presented in Chapter 13, might be

summed up in the sentence: "All things are One, and that One is

God", thus departing from the teaching of the Odes in which God

is held aloof, in fact too far away from human affairs to afford us

any practical assistance in times of dire need. It was also a de-

parture from the anthropomorphic notions of the more secular-

minded religionists, for his unique instruction was that God, being

One, is all embracing and therefore leaves no room for differences

or distinctions of quality or attribute. Nevertheless, at a later

period of his life Chuang came to see Lao Tzu's Tao a greater-

than- God, i. e., the spirit of growth and betterment which supplies

our aspirations and keeps even God Himself from going into

worldly discard. Accordingly then Tao, being the Way and the

Word, soon came to be looked upon as the only really eternal and

omnipresent law in the Universe, whereby all beings draw their

spirituality and all things attain to their co-ordinate oneness of value

and destiny among the divine evidences.

Chuang Tzu also had the flower-name Hu Tieh (Butterfly)

derived from his famous dream in which he believed himself to be

a butterfly, and on awakening from which he wondered if it were

not highly possible that his wakeful state was itself a deeper

dream in which he believed himself a man. The account of this

dream, ridiculed by Hui Tzu, Chuang's sophist opponent and min-

ister of Liang, has been given charming interpretation by Hsiang

Hsiu " (3rd Century A. D.) and is considered a fine piece of

philosophical allegory by Kuo Hsiang, his latest editor (1893).

At any rate it is a conception which might remind us of the

Byzantine Greeks of a contemporaneous period who used the de-

sign of a butterfly as a symbol of the soul, its bipartite symmetry of

form, its beauty, innocence, elusiveness of capture, and the mystery

of its metamorphic birth.

As above mentioned Mencius had another contemporary rival

51 -wTas one of the Seven Sages of Bamboo Grove near
WJtS" modern Tientsin. Hsiang Hsiu says that the Hui Tzu here

mentioned is not 'King Hui, but his minister, albeit of similar disposition.
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named Yang Chu'^^ who was a native of Lian, Capital of Wei State.

He was an egotist and pessimist in many respects very similar to

Schopenhauer. But in his doctrine of virtue he made it a point to

"steer clear of culture" consistently almost as if he had been a

disciple of Epicurus himself. Though an industriously busy thinker

and exhorter, yet he wrote nothing so far as has been recorded, and

excepting a few anecdotes in Chuang Tzu's writings, the only sur-

viving account of his opinions is a lonely chapter (7) in the pseudo-

authoritative Lieh Tmt. We are there instructed that all truth and

wisdom and merit are but relative qualities, in that our individual

natures are so made up that what one recognizes and aspires to

as being true, prudent and honorable, another will deny and con-

demn as being false, foolish and vicious ; and also that individual

relish and ability are such that what is easy and natural for one to

do, is found difficult and disagreeable to another. Thus is the

principle introduced that we should follow our own natural talents

and propensities regardless of others' notions about what is best

for us to do. Any attempt at criticism or advice being largely an

automorphism anyway.

Herein we find that Yang Chu was a philosopher of sense-

validity and with keen discrimination took Man and Nature as

found at first hand and free of the secondary metaphysical sub-

tleties and suppositions which, down through the ages of person-

ally biassed speculation, have become so strongly attached to them.

He preached also the validity of true egoism which looks on men
and things as separate from one's self, totally independent not only

in their life-functions, but even in their ideals, their chosen activities,

aversions, work-motives, and sense-judgments of what constitutes

propriety in ethics and religious ceremony. Hence it is to be con-

sidered not only unphilosophical and irreligious, but also as bad

governmental theory for us to assume the care or control of others,

or to take sufficient presumption to lay down a code of laws which

the people of a whole kingdom are expected to conform to without

question and without any expression of personal choice. Individ-

^A. 52 In a prefatory note to Lieh Tzu's seventh chapter we
T*^ read that Yang Chu was a younger contemporary of Mo Ti;

that their doctrines were diametrically opposite; and that while the
latter was so full of brotherly love that he would sacrifice all to save
the world one item of sorrow, the former was so full of self-love that he
would not injure a single hair even tho it were of service to the whole
world. Thruout the chapter Yang Chu appears to be anti-religious, anti-
ritual, anti-ancestral, anti-everything except self-serving pleasure and
whatever else would minister to his hedonistic conception of life and
Nature.
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ualism can save a state if let alone, but autocracy and despotism

lead to ruin.

The far wiser and more natural course, according to Yang Chu,

is to look to our own heart and mind and soul for the simplest

solution to life's problems,—these problems being in general little

more than difficult personal or family affairs in which another's way

of thinking and living will neither fit absolutely nor serve eco-

nomically. And furthermore, we would never be content to ex-

press our individual talents in the way best suited to another nor

according to any foreign code ; no more readily than a musical

genius would attempt to do his composing in a shambles or a boiler-

shop. Thus there are as many answers to the riddle of life as there

are individual minds and organisms to share its experience. They

all vary and are uncertain of any universal specific. No particular

one is the absolute decision ; and so accordingly we should conceive

of the world as a pluralism of living motive, independent in both

the structure and function which are sufficient to the carrying out

of whatever the individual motive is to which they may belong.

On the other hand, if we should once find that all was certitude,

that every one of our actions was already blocked off in strict and

miserly economy, and that the ten-thousand-things in the Universe

had no individual reality or freedom of moral choice, there would

then be no more room nor even necessity for aspiration in our re-

ligion nor speculation in our philosophy.

With this note of individualism constantly on his lips, Yang
Chu taught that the practice of virtue is of no tangible avail in

this world, grown as it has so divergent from the Way of Heaven

and the benevolent way of the ancients, grown weak-hearted and

careless by natural process of years and now being fast made worse

by the evildoings of cunning but unscrupulous men. Virtue is not

even its own reward in the vulgar world, for cleverness, seeking

the reward first, will make a sham pretence and spoliate the virtue.

As often as not the wicked are the most fortunate while the virtu-

ous are the most affiicted and miserable ; and it is a constant hazard

whether or not this discouraging circumstance shall ever be re-

versed and put into its proper proportion. Therefore with happi-

ness in a hopeless minority, the best plan of life is to shun all idle

and vain pursuits, such as fame, wealth, social prestige, official

preferment and left-handed (i. e. mercenary) altruism; seeking

only that form of conduct of content of life which shall make for

the most security, simple loyalty and tranquil thought.
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With all his sage pessimism Yang Chu did not exercise the

same influence against the Confucian Canon as did the more thor-

ough-going misanthrope Hsiin K'uang or Hsiin Tzu '^^ magistrate

of Lan Ling in the Ch'u state. If, as we have agreed, it was Men-

cius who developed the humanism involved in the Confucian teach-

ings, so can it also be said that Hsun emphasized the ceremonial side,

holding not that the end justifies the means, but that the proper

means are required in order that the end may be justified. The
end that is sought is the improvement and rectification of man's

nature, which though evil at birth, may yet be redeemed and puri-

fied through the good graces of time if Xve will but employ the

proper methods for so doing. Thus then, it is first laid down that

human nature is primarily bad, a structure from its very dedication

standing in need of numerous vital repairs ; and that the purpose,

not only of ethics, but of all our cultural efforts both sacred and

secular, is how to intelligently devise ways and means of rectifying

the crookedness. Two principal disillusionments are to be sooner

or later accomplished. First, the social illusion must be destroyed

because it serves no really useful purpose : society being a purely

artificial growth on the face of the earth, and even the so-called

superior man is merely the highest type of such artifice. Second,

self-culture unaided by example or instruction is impossible, owing

to the inherent tendency toward reversion and the evident limita-

tions of individual power and initiative faculty.

Were society not an illusory organism of artifice, and if man
were of a nature good at birth, personal culture would then be quite

possible and in proportion to its reHsh would also be a most use-

ful and practical pastime. But with the condition of things as they

are at present constituted, we must also do away with the illusion

that the ego has powers above itself or that it can secure a latitude

beyond its original endowment. There are, however, relative de-

grees of goodness to be found in the State which existed as an

organized and law-abiding community long before the birth of the

individual. It was the peculiar purpose of these relative degrees of

goodness to have given us the rules of propriety primarily meant to

hold in abeyance the evil tendencies surviving in every man, but

which have been thinly glossed over with a veneer of what we are

pleased to call civilization. Herein then was shown the suprem.e

function of the State, which was to so apply its rules of propriety

*4 »p a ^^ ^^0"* 280-212 B. C. See my translation in the Open
^ y^ T Court for June, 1921. The standard edition of his writings

was published by Chia Shan Hsieh, Shanghai, 1893 (32 chapters).
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that a man, who in his original nature was uncouth and rough-

hewn, could be rendered more shapely and more nearly akin to

moral symmetry. If from no other evidence than this we were to

judge the perfection of a State, we could readily see the degree of

goodness to which it had attained and that for which it was seeking.

The fundamental viewpoint on which Hsun Tzu's whole ap-

paratus revolved was expressed in his famous essay °* on the innate

depravity of human nature. He argued that "If man's nature were

inherently good he would not need to be continually taught and

governed; he would do right spontaneously. No one lives a virtu-

ous and noble life without constant self-denial ; but if man is na-

turally good as Mencius claims, why do his natural inclinations re-

quire that he exercize denial and repression, replacing them with

the artificial manners of etiquet and external law? No tenable

answer being offered I conclude that man's nature is therefore

crooked and perverse, always in need of the everlasting instruction

of the sages, and the constant restraint of wise rulers". Hence, al-

though his attempt to prove that human nature is evil at birth was

in direct contradiction to the notions held by Confucius and Men-

cius, yet he also opposed them indirectly with an objectivistic

hypothesis which seemed to be intended to undermine the whole

structure of ancestral aid and the much-sought reward for being

properly filial in their presence. He tacitly set forth "that a man
who is not erect by nature has a stupid and vulgar (monkey) heart,

and all the penalties of retribution will not completely restrain what

the example of sages fails to inspire. Moral practices do not pro-

gress by any means of retrospection ; rather must a man consistent-

ly apply himself to the immediate discipline, neither seeking pleas-

ure nor fearing pain."

This limitation of the moral development to processes of the

immediate present served to show how badly in need all men were,

and how urgently they required both the ethical regulations of the

State and the patient instructions of qualified teachers if a moral

end or any degree of good were ever expected to result from their

life. But even with this high ideal, the intended improvement was

not to be made for the glory of God's domain, for God himself was

conceived as a being merely improvised for the sake of leading as

on, encouraging us with a sense of divine succor and security, and

aiding our realization of happiness, goodness and truth. According-

AZtm^-^^l^id ^* '^^^^ ^^ *^® ^^^* sentence of chapter 23 which
now includes both the original essay and Hsiin

Tzu's subseqiient remarks in rebuttal of certain critics and opponents.
It means that: "Man's natural disposition is evil; his goodness is

artificial".
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ly then, man's theological invention is a personal God who is to be

distinguished from the guardian spirits of Nature, because they

are subject to the vicissitudes of time and space, while God is sub-

ject only to reverence and supplication. Hsun still seems also to

conceive an impersonal God who is unchangeable and omnipresent,

while yet remaining a Being who is knowable through the justice

and moral economy of His Laws. Thus, like Chuang's Tao, He is

not to be blamed if failure and calamity follow upon transgression,

on our part, of those laws. If we contract a loan we should not

expect it never to fall due.

Altho Hsiin Tzu met his death at the hands of some law-

breakers who were taking advantage of the First Emperor's decree

that all the classical books should be burned, and many native

scholars place a charge of ingratitude upon his two 'famous pupils,

Li Ssu and Han Fei Tzu, for counselling such a decree, we still

have a few tokens of their regard for his stern justice and versatile

learning. The latter^^ was the most sorry of the two, altho he

shared with Hsiin a well developed sense of sternness and official

dignity. In his writings, which are preserved to us in 55 chapters,

we find such notions as follows: that the Lord Tao is the First

Reality and, unobserved by men, governs the Universe; that this

government covers the world of man and is carried on by means of

inexorable laws (6, 40, 54) ; that useful men take pattern from

antiquity and watch the five degrees of reverence (37) ; that learned

men are of two sorts—philosophers and literati (50) ; that the proper

exercise of authority is difficult (36 to 40) ; that laws of mind are

sublimations of physical laws (51, 54) ; and six chapters on the

various aspects, causes, uses, and opinions concerning the inner Hfe

and external affairs (30-35), In this latter discussion he claims that

we might have ten Yellow Emperors, but if there is no popular re-

gard for benevolence and rectitude our governmental efforts will be

futile.

(To be continued.)

l.'iCtk' ^^ Lived about 290-233 B. C. One outstanding contrast
c ^f 3f between Han Fei Tzu and his master Hsun Tzu is that he

lacked the pessimism and misanthropy of the latter; he was rather a
mystic with sympathies for Taoism and antiquarian lore. In Ch'ien
Tao's revised edition (1893) of his writings, chapter 20 is devoted to
"explaining Lao Tzu". After analyzing the internal and external
economy attending virtue, benevolence, rectitude, propriety, and sin-

cerity, he says that: "These qualities are the human version of Tao.
Understanding their nature constitutes wisdom. Practicing them con-
stitutes virtue. Virtue is Tao realized. Charity of heart is the glory
of virtue. Rectitude is benevolence privately applied. Courtesy is the
ornament of duty. And sincerity binds the whole. . . . This is the
Law and the Covenant".



EDWIN MILLER WHEELOCK: A PROPHET OF
CIVIL WAR TIMES.

BY CHARLES KASSEL.

TO THE readers of the Open Court the name of Edwin Miller

Wheelock is not wholly unknown. As early as 1908—less than

ten years after the death of that obscure but highly gifted per-

sonality—excerpts from Proteus were published in the Open Court,

accompanied by a remarkable photograph of its author; and a beau-

tiful edition of the work complete came from the press of the Open

Court Publishing Company in 1910, with an appreciative foreword

by Dr. Paul Carus and a biographical note by the present writer.

A fragment in the strain of Proteus, found in a manuscript sermon,

was published in the September issue, 1920, of the Open Court,

and the same issue of that magazine contained a more elaborate

life-sketch by the writer of the present paper, condensed from an

unpubUshed biography.

Proteus and its author were distinctly a discovery of Dr. Paul

Carus. The work iself, in the form of a pamphlet privately printed,

remained unnoticed until chance brought it to the attention of Dr.

Carus, whose verdict upon its philosophy and rare poetic beauty was

immediate and enthusiastic.

It was not only, however, as a philosopher and writer that the

name of Edwin Miller Wheelock deserves a place in the annals

of his time. He was a powerful and eloquent preacher as well,

whose utterances in a great crisis of American history mark him

as belonging to the true order of prophets.

In every age there are impressive and heroic figures who, long

before the mass of men, seem by some mysterious faculty to sense

the on-coming of events. These are the seers of humanity, and

literature and history are full of their marvelous glimpses into the

unhghted future. It is as a seer, whose place in the authentic line

of his fellows has been fixed by events, that we deal in this paper

with the author of Proteus.
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The anti-slavery cause, to which our subject was bound by

every instinct of his being, passed with the death of John Brown

beyond the stage of academic discussion. It was now a great cru-

sade with its own shining martyr, whose blood should serve as the

seed of victory. It was the execution of John Brown, indeed, which

offered the supreme challenge to the heart and intellect of our

minister and evoked those impassioned and prophetic utterances

which are and must forever remain unique in the history of the

period.

By the law of the land the revolutionary is always a criminal.

Under the statutes of England, Washington and his compatriots

were rebels and outlaws. Such, likewise, according to the North,

were the leaders of the Southern armies. The historian brushes

aside these superficial considerations and looks upon historic move-

ments in the light of their final destiny. In this light John Brown

was a capital figure in American history. That truth the humblest

of us now perceive. It was because Edwin Miller Wheelock per-

ceived it then, and perceived it earlier and more clearly than the

other thinkers of the time, that this essay becomes worthy of

publication, embodying as it does, in the ensuing paragraphs, a

quotation from the unpublished biography we have mentioned.

The second day of December, in the year 1859, was a day of

awful moment in American History. On that day the edict was

registered in the Book of Fate that the American nation should

suffer the pangs of a gigantic revolution and that a great national

sin should be purged away in a baptism of fire and blood—a baptism

not brief but, on the contrary, bitterly prolonged that the agonizing

ordeal might sear into the nation's memory and leave its impress

forever.

The makers of the federal constitution, approaching the prob-

lem of confederating the victorious colonies into a cluster of states,

snuffed danger in the institution of slavery but thought it best to

avoid an issue with it rather than imperil the hope of union. It

was a compromise with an institution clearly recognized as an evil

but it was a compromise which would make possible the adoption

of the Constitution by all the colonies and which would leave open

the problem of chattel slavery for final solution in the future.

Could the bloody sequel have been foreseen, that compromise would

have been refused, and all plans for the consolidation of the colo-

nies might have fallen.

There might still have been time in the early decades of the
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federal union for a successful grapple with the evil, and the endur-

ing interest of the nation dictated an unrelenting effort in this

direction. The presence of human slavery in a nation peculiarly-

dedicated to liberty was a reproach. It gave the lie to all the fine

professions of the Declaration of Independence. Everywhere, North

and South, sensitive natures felt the stigma of the institution.

More and more, however, the material interests of the people stilled

the voice of conscience, and the hour of settlement, which the

wisest men felt to be inevitable, was again and again postponed.

It was a mere accident of climate, perhaps, that gave slavery

its chief foothold at the South, and about the South, as about

Laocoon and his sons in the marble group, this serpentine institu-

tion wound itself with ever deadlier folds. Time was, even at the

South, when every sober mind recognized in slavery a moral evil

for which no practicable remedy seemed to present itself, but as

events grew toward the catastrophe a moral numbness upon the

subject spread itself over Southern minds.

The time had now passed for any peaceful settlement. In the

procrastination of a quarter of a century the remission of this sin

without the shedding of blood had become impossible. The fathers

had hoped for an extinction of slavery and the removal of this

single stain upon American good faith in the cause of liberty. But

that hope was now. gone. All that remained was to prevent its

extension and to this end alone Northern statesmen devoted their

energies.

Even that effort, however, was vain. It was an issue of arms

and events waited for the man who could realize this truth and

who could see that the lasting interest of North and South alike

dictated the hastening of the contest that its conclusion might be

speeded, and a new birth of freedom for the land assured while yet

there was time. A little more folding of the hands in sleep and

the hour, even for a warlike settlement, might pass and the country

become wholly slave or be effectually broken up into a slave nation

and a free.

The role of John Brown in that crisis springs from the fact

that he clearly saw this truth and acted upon it. While all about

him at the North were moving under a spell of fancied security, he

sensed the hour of fate and knew that the appointed time was at

hand. His bloody part on the side of freedom in Kansas during

1856—something which was not known or believed at the North

until long after his death—can be understood only by remembering
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that he thought of the war intuitively as on already, and it is only

with this in mind that the exploit at Harper's Ferry becomes com-

prehensible. Success at Harper's Ferry was wishworthy from

Brown's standpoint but even failure there and ultimate martyrdom

would serve a supreme use.

The surprise and seizure of the arsenal at Harper's Ferry by

John Brown and his handful of men occurred on October 16, 1859.

It was the first step in a plot to free the slaves of Virginia. If

successful, the raid was to be repeated on a larger scale elsewhere.

The adventure was meant to be a bloodless one but this hope was

as vain as the plot itself. John Brown had reckoned on the co-

operation of the slaves, but the slaves were apathetic and held

listlessly the weapons placed in their hands. This was a factor

he had not counted on and it was the factor that made his whole

plot absurd.

Within a short space of time the folly of the whole attempt

was plain. Two of Brown's sons lay dead and the old man himself,

wounded and bleeding, was a prisoner. His trial quickly followed

and on December 2nd, 1859, the chief actor in the adventure was

dangling from the gallows.

For awhile, it is plain, after the failure of the raid, Brown
felt a deep sense of disappointment. All along he had felt that

only by direct action could the national evil be done away—so much,

indeed, that he held the Garrison abolitionists in contempt who only

talked and would not fight. He had nursed the hope, however, that

by force, yet without much bloodshed, the slaves in Virginia might

be freed and thus slavery everywhere rendered so insecure that the

masters would be content to give up the institution. He had

believed, too, devoted to his Bible as he was, that in the crucial hour

divine aid might come to him as divine aid had seemed to come
in Kansas in his miraculous escapes from harm.

Now, however, as the days went by, a new light broke and the

thought which had been dimly present at the outset spread itself

over his whole mental horizon. It was the failure of the attempt,

and not its success, that was divinely pre-destined. In the provi-

dential plan for a salvation of the nation while yet there was time

a supreme sacrifice was needed and he had been chosen for the

part.

The place of John Brown in history cannot be rightly assigned,

perhaps, for another half century, but a study of the man and his

life and thought suggests to the attentive mind the estimate we
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have offered. The notion advanced at the time by Edwin Miller

Wheelock was much the same. He believed the exploits of Brown

and his death on the gallows marked the beginning of the end—

a

belief which the subsequent course of history amply justified. "John

Brown," he said in a sermon at Dover—we quote from Von Hoist's

Constitutional History of the United States, Vol. 7, Page 54, note

1
—

"is the first plague launched by Jehovah at the head of this

immense and embodied wickedness. The rest will follow and

then cometh the end."

The discourse at Dover referred to by Von Hoist, and men-

tioned by Villard in the Life of John Brown among the typical

sermons of the time, was originally delivered in the Unitarian

Church at that place under the title of "Harper's Ferry and its Les-

sons," and excerpts from the discourse appeared in the Liberator,

Vol. 29, Page 184. The utterance of the young minister, full of

unwonted force and fire, attracted instant attention, and on Novem-

ber 27, 1859, it was re-delivered by its author at Theodore Parker's

Music Hall in Boston to an audience of three thousand listeners.

In that edifice, where so often he had thrilled to the rich eloquence

of Parker, it was now his privilege to stand and speak his message

without stint- or reserve.

The sermon was one which made a peculiar appeal to Theodore

Parker himself , then ill in Italy. "He pasted in his journal," says

John White Chadwick in his life of Parker, "accounts of various

John Brown meetings with the splendid Music Hall sermon of

Edwin M. Wheelock." To Joseph Lyman of Boston, Parker wrote

on December 10th, as we learn from St. Bernard and Other Papers

by Theodore Parker, edited by Charles W. Wendte, "how admirably

our best men have behaved. Garrison, Emerson, Wendell Phillips

—

surpassing himself, noble man, and dropping all extravagance at

just the time when even a plain statement seems excessive panegyric

to an outsider. How well Wheelock spoke at the Music Hall."

The John Brown sermon of our minister has survived as a

pamphlet printed for circulation shortly after its delivery, and is

a part of James Redpath's Echoes of Harper's Ferry. Of the

pamphlet a copy of the second edition under the name of Harper's

Ferry and Its Lessons, and bearing the sub-title, "A Sermon for the

Times preached at the Music Hall, Boston," published by The Fra-

ternity in 1859, is to be found in Astor Library in New York City,

to which place it had been transferred from the Lennox Library as

a part of the Ford collection of pamphlets, and a copy of the same
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pamphlet appears in the Library of Congress at Washington. A
copy of the first edition of the pamphlet is accessible in the Boston

Library, bound up, curiously enough, with a number of early

pamphlets in defense of the institution of slavery.

We learn from Redpath's preface to Echoes of Harper's Ferry

that the addresses contained in the work had been revised by the

respective authors at the editor's request, or were printed with their

consent from properly corrected editions, and each address is fol-

lowed by the autograph of its author. Among these utterances are

two speeches of Emerson in behalf of Brown, the paper read by

Henry D. Thoreau to the citizens of Concord, Massachusetts, on

Sunday evening, October 30, 1859, a lecture of Wendell Phillips

on "The Lesson of the Hour," delivered at Brooklyn, November

1, 1859, a sermon by George B. Cheever delivered November 24th,

another of Henry Newhall on December 4th, a discourse of the

same date by Moncure D. Conway, with a poem by William D.

Howells entitled "Old Brown," breathing a spirit of admiration for

Brown as a great hero and martyr. In addition to this the book

contained the words of Lydia Maria Child, Edward Everett and

Henry Ward Beecher.

It was in a goodly company that our young minister thus found

himself, his own prominent in a galaxy of illustrious names, but

his words were no mere echo of the words of his more distin-

guished fellows. There was a distinctly individual ring to every

sentence. Indeed, the views of the differing speakers and writers

displayed wide divergence in important respects. Emerson,

Thoreau, Parker and many others whose words are preserved in

this work voiced sentiments of appreciation for the spirit which

inspired Brown's efforts, though disclaiming sympathy with the

raid itself. Edward Everett and Henry Ward Beecher dechned to

utter words of praise—they referred to the invasion as a wild and

criminal act. Beecher twitted the North with hypocrisy in censur-

ing the South for its treatment of the negro, declaring that the

negro in the North did not enjoy rights of citizenship, that white

laborers declined to work with him and that on the whole he was

not sure there was not more humanity toward the negro in the

South, even under slavery, than in the North. Largely through

natural causes, Beecher thought, slavery would ultimately disappear.

Our minister took no part in views. such as those of Beecher

and Everett. He shared with Emerson and Parker and Thoreau

the view that Brown was a saint and martyr in a great cause, and
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that his act, whatever its value, was the first gust of a coming

storm through which, and through which alone, the iniquity of

slavery could be done away. A touch of reserve is apparent in the

words of Emerson and even in those of Thoreau—the merest hint

of an impulse to "hedge" and to avoid broad generalizations as to

the effect of the raid and the coming martyrdom of its chief figure

upon the future of the institution of slavery. No such thought is

linked with the clear, ringing, bell-like words of our fearless young

preacher. There was a complete abandon to the rush and passion

of his thought.

Could he have re-read his discourse with eyes opened by the

experience of the ensuing ten years many of the harsh words would

have been supplanted by kindlier ones, but it is much to be doubted

whether in its essential aspects his thought would have changed.

It was far the most wide-ranging of the utterances of the time

and it is set off from all others by the fact that it dealt with the

subject prophetically as though the war were already a realized

event and no more was necessary than to justify it in the eyes of

the North.

"And all men mused in their hearts of John whether he was

the Christ or not." Such was the significant text at the Music

Hall that morning. The minister's attitude toward the prisoner in

Virginia was thus made plain at the outset.

"There are certain focal points of history around which all

others cluster and revolve—Paul or Mars Hill, Luther nailing his

thesis to the church door—Columbus on the quarter deck of the

Santa Maria—Cromwell training his Ironsides—Joan of Arc in the

flames—and such a focal point, marking a new era in American
history, was the man and his deed at Harper's Ferry. The bond-
man was standing at last face to face with his Moses.

"When there came to Pharaoh in the days of old the divine

summons to let the Jewish people go, and the summons was un-

heeded, the Lord plagued Egypt. For more than half a century

the spirit of God has, through religion, the conscience, the humane
instincts, the heroic traditions of our land, been pleading with the

American Pharaoh to let his people go. But in vain. Now the

plagues are coming."

In celebrating Bunker Hill, the minister insisted, the right to

condemn Harper's Ferry disappears, and he remonstrated with

those friends of the slave who so earnestly deprecated and con-

demned that "war cloud no larger than a man's hand" which had

just broken over Virginia. Freedom through purely moral and
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peaceful means was impossible. A true peace is indeed a blessing

—

a peace that conies from knowing God and loving God and doing

the will of God—^but slavery knows no peace and its most tranquil

state is worse war than the worst insurrection. Such was the

burden of the early portion of the sermon. He continued:

"The terrible logic of history teaches us that no such wrong
was ever cleansed by rose-water, that evil is used by the Almighty
to crowd out worse evils.

"The slave has not only the right to be free—it is his duty to

be free. God help the slave to his freedom without shedding a

drop of blood ; but if that cannot be then upon the felon soul that

thrusts itself between God's image and the liberty to which God is

ever calling him—upon him, I say rests the guilt of the fierce con-

flict that must follow.

"It is fashionable now to call John Brown a 'crazy' fanatic but

history will do the head of John Brown the same ample justice that

even his enemies do to his heart. Last year the word 'insurrection'

affected even anti-slavery men with a shudder; next year it will be

uttered in every Northern legislature as a thing of course. Pharaoh
may sit on the throne but he sits trembling. To hush the clink of

the dollar and the rustle of bank bills over the land, if only for an

hour, that the still small voice of God's justice may be heard—can

our 'sane' reformers show a wealthier record? His scheme was no

failure but a solemn success. Wherein he failed his foes have come
to his aid. The greatness of their fears reveals the extent of his

triumph. John Brown has not only taken Virginia and Governor
Wise and his company but the whole slave faction, North and

South. All his foes have turned abolition missionaries. They toil

day and night to do his bidding and no President has so many ser-

vants as he. The best Sharpe's rifle in all his band could scarcelv

throw a bullet a single mile, but in every corner of every township

in thirty-three states the people are reading his living and inspired

words—words filled with God's own truth and power and so more
deadly to despotism than hosts of armed men.

"Behold on what platform the insane rage and fear of his foes

have lifted this anti-slavery veteran to the stars ! Strangling John

Brown will not stop the earthquake that has followed his shatter-

ing blow ; or if it does science teaches us that when the earthquake

stops the volcano begins.

"John Brown's aim was to render slavery insecure and he has

succeeded. He has forced the telegraph, the press, the bar room,

the parlor, to repeat the dangerous story of the insurrection in every

corner of the South. From Maryland to Florida, there is not a slave

who does not have the idea of freedom quickened within him by the

outbreak at Harper's Ferry. Like the Druid stone which the united

force of a hundred men could not move while a child's finger, right-

ly applied, rocked it to its base, the dark system of outrage and
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wrong which has stood for thirty years moveless against the po-

Htical power of the North, against the warnings of an insulted

Christianity and against the moral sentiment of the world, now rocks

and trembles. As in the Swiss valleys, the first clash of arms brings

down the avalanche.

"From the martyrdom of Brown dates a new era of the jnti-

slavery cause. To moral agitation will now be added physical. To
argument, action. The dispensation of doctrine will be supplanted

by the higher dispensation of acts. The appeal of the North will

now be applied to the terrors as well as to the conscience of this

great barbarism. Other devoted men will follow in the wake of

Brown, but avoiding his errors, and will carry on to its full results

the work he has begun.

"He a fanatic! He a madman! He a traitor! Yes, and the

fanatics of this age are the star-crowned leaders of the next. And
the madman of today are the heroes of tomorrow. This 'traitor' is

the living American and carries the declaration of 1776 in his heart.

'T think the time is fast coming when you will be forced to do

as he has done. A few years more will roll away, the avalanche

comes down upon you all, and you will be compelled to take the

very ground on which stands this high-souled and devoted man.

The gallows from which he ascends into heaven will be in our

politics what the cross is in our religion—the sign and symbol of

supreme self-devotedness ; and from this sacrificial blood the tem-

poral salvation of four millions of our people yet shall spring.

"It takes a whole geological epoch to form the one precious

drop we call the diamond ; and a thousand years of Anglo-Saxon
progress, every step of which has been from scaffold to scaffold

and from stake to stake, have gone to the making of this shining

soul. The Virginia scaffold is but the setting of the costly gem
whose sparkle shall light up the faces of an uncounted army."

Reading the John Brown sermon of our minister with the his-

tory which so soon followed freighting our thought it is easy to

slough away the phrases born from the excitement of the hour

and view the utterance as a prophetic word spoken at a moment

of crisis. He saw, as did a few other select spirits of the time,

the tremendous bearing of the martyrdom of John Brown upon

the struggle which was ab*out to commence, and his intuitive mind

read the event, not in the light of the past, but in the light of the

future.



THE NEW MYSTICISM.

BY CURTIS W. REESE.

THERE is a spiritual flame in modern thought and life which,

while differing radically from the old mysticism, may rightly

be called highly mystical. In content this new mysticism is natural,

in motive human, in goal worldly. It finds fuel in all human in-

stincts, impulses, and emotions; in all worthy motives, causes, and

goals ; in all noble thinking, social living, and high aspiration. It

sanctifies the sense, glorifies natural faculties, and identifies man
with deific creative processes. It may be fanned into a brilliancy

that will light and warm the world with a glow greater than any

yet known.

Intensity and depth of feeling in regard to what is believed

about the universe is the essence and the heart of the old mysticism.

But depth and intensity of feeling in regard to what is believed are

made deeper and more intense by applying and testing the belief in

actual conduct. The exultant thrill of enlistment and service in the

nurture of abiding desires, in the struggle for the common good,

in the constant renewal of idea motives and goals is the essence and

the heart of the new mysticism.

From this viewpoint valid mystical experience inheres in free,

experimental, purposeful living. It is only in such living that the

greatest interest can be taken. It is only such living which produces

the fine emotional thrill that satisfies and ennobles. If life is dull

it is because it is only imitative of what has been done, or of what

others are doing. When life is intelligently original, venturesome,

and creative it is full of satisfaction and exultant aspiration.

The condition of the new mysticism is freedom. In all mystical

writings is stressed the thought of freedom from everything except

the super-spiritual order in which the individual seeks submergence.

The new mysticism proclaims freedom of mankind from super-

orders as well, and declares that the consciousness of such freedom

is prerequisite to mystical experience of the finer sort. The con-
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sciousness of intrinsic worth and of freedom in its nurture is con-

ducive to soul serenity and spiritual poise. There is no true and

abiding satisfaction apart from free experience. Coercion whether

by associates, governments, or gods is depressing and devitalizing.

Coercive measures in connection with sub-normals and ab-normals

have a protective function, but with normal persons coercion has no

spiritual value. Whether coercion be of a legal or a creedal na-

ture, physical or psychological, it is to be regarded as only an

emergency measure.

Only between persons who are equally free can true reverence

exist. Where subservience and fear are there is no true reverence.

The sense of reverence is of the essence of mysticism. Reverential

mystical experience is to be found in the democracy of those who
are equally free. I may fear a monarch, but I revere and love a

brother, I may stand in awe before the unknown, but I revere and

love the known. I may tremble before the thought of universal

forces swinging and crashing through time, but I find rest and

peace in the approval of the brethren and in the consciousness of

work well done.

Two ministers spoke on kindred subjects on the same evening

from the same platform. In their ecclesiastical associations one of

them dwelt in a conservative, orthodox atmosphere, the other in a

free and vital atmosphere. The one found it necessary constantly

to modify and moderate his thought and his statements in order to

meet beforehand the charge of liberality. The other was under no

such compulsion. After due allowance was made for natural dif-

ferences in temperament it was perfectly evident that the sub-

serviency of the one had left its mark on both body and soul. The

other gentleman, who had extraordinary physical difficulties which

might well have led to depression, was the very incarnation of the

spirit of freedom. The exultation and confidence of an unfettered

experience was evident in every feature of his being. With mas-

terly bearing he stepped out before the audience ; and into my mind

came the picture of a lion emerging from his native forest, head

erect, sweeping his eye over the surrounding landscape.

Purpose is the dynamic of the new mysticism. Concentration

and directness of purpose are conducive to spiritual serenity and

power. A brilliant but unpolarized person is one of the most in-

effective and pitiful of creatures. Many of the mystics of the old

order seem to me to be without genuine purpose, unless the some-

what hazy desire to be absorbed in undifferentiated ultimate reality
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can be called purpose. I do not see a sufficient amount of well-

directed, worldly, practical, democratic purpose in the old mysticism

to justify its existence. But wherever a person intelligently con-

ceives and deliberately plans a long-run program in the direction

of a goal regarded as attainable, in him is found ease and comfort

and power. It is not distance from a goal but lack of a goal that

utterly distracts a person. There is no doubt of Abraham Lincoln's

desire to free the negro, but his definite purpose of preserving the

union was a clear-cut goal that strengthened him through the awful

days of the civil war. Purposes are the dynamic of personality.

Creative action is the method of the new mysticism. The con-

sciousness of godhood inheres in creative action. Actually to bring

into being a new thing or a new idea, or a new emotion is to

demonstrate one's divinity. Unmeasured happiness surrounds new
things. Witness the enthusiasm of a child over any one of its simple

creations. Imitative religion not only is unmystical, it is positively

deadening to all spiritual faculties. The devotees of ancient faiths

who constantly repeat the sayings of the fathers and who go through

mechanical religious exercises are administering an anasthetic to na-

tive spiritual potentialities. Religious forms and ceremonies should

be constructed with the avowed purpose of providing facilities and

tools of creative experience. This applies with especial force to

schools of religious education. If youth be unhindered by the

withered hand of the past it naturally tends to join forces with all

positive processes in the attempt to create a new heaven and a new

earth. As old things pass away, as all things become new, he who
is conscious of having a part in bringing about this change shares

in the universal elation.

The new mysticism is at its best in conscious commital and

loyalty to worthful causes and goals. How the mind and heart and

soul respond to committal and loyalty! Nothing is more regenerat-

ing and rejuvenating! A genuine committal loyally followed in

actual experience thrills every fiber of one's being. It lifts one out

of narrowness and selfishness. We hardly know our friends after

their committal to a great cause. No longer weak, they are flam-

ing evangels. It is not my purpose to designate specific causes and

goals which have magic power. In fact any worthful goal has

magic power. Such goals are numerous and are capable of multiply-

ing infinitely. One's cause may be temperamentally or rationally

chosen. It may be the quest of God or of God's will. It may be the

search for ultimate truth of emperical vaules. It may be the quest
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of life's laws and methods, or of happiness for the human race, or

of freedom and fraternity. It may be the building of the best lit-

tle home that the world ever knew. But whatever it is the most

valid of all mystical experience is committal and loyalty to it.

In a hospital in France a soldier boy beckoned for a physician.

As the physician approached the boy said, "Doctor, did I make good

for democracy?" "Yes," said the Doctor, "you made good." "But,

Doctor, did I do my dead level best?" "Yes, you did your dead

level best." And in the consciousness of having made good in his

great committal, of having done his best, the soldier smiled

serenely as he passed away. In noble living is a flame which not

only lights the way of life but which also throws a radiance over

the gate of death.
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outburst of collective Egoism which made men become swine

into which the unclean spirit entered.

"The sine qua iioii of improvement depends solely on the

possibility of suppressing Egoism, by training the young to

understand the principle of the Unity of Life and the new view

of the world which it involves. In a word, so long as the veil

of ignorance lies thick and heavy over the world there can be

no real improvement. By ignorance is meant the want of that

insight which enables us to break down the apparent wall of

partition between the different life-forms and perceive the

eternal unity behind—that unity whereof the ultimate essence

of our being is a part."

The book offers but a half hour's reading well worth

while.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
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FIRST COURSE
IN

STATI STICS
BY

D. CARADOG JONES, M.A., F.S.S.

FORMERLY LECTURER IN MATHEMATICS
AT DURHAM UNIVERSITY

Price, Cloth $3.75

The fundamental importance of the right use of Statistics

is becoming increasingly evident on all sides of life, social and
commercial, political and economic. A study of this book
should enable the reader to discriminate between the masses of

valuable and worthless figures published, and to use what is of

value intelligently. It is meant to serve as an introduction to

the more strious study of the theory provided by other works.

PRESS NOTES.

This is an excellent "first course" to place in the hands of a mathematical
student who wishes to develop his work on the statistical side or is interested
in probability and has an eye to research on the mathematics of the subject.
As the book is one of Bell's Mathematical Series (Advanced Section), it is

natural that the subject should be approached in this way, but its use will be
wider than that indicated, because it will make a good second course for a
person doing statistical work in practice if one of the elementary books on the
subject has been read first, and it can be used for revision purposes by those
teaching the subject who prefer to give one of the well-known existing text-

books to their pupils in the first instance.

—

Mathematical Gazette.

This is an admirable introduction to one of the most important of sub-
jects. Statistics, it is safe to say, were never more used, nor less understood,
then they are today.—Mr. Jones has done his work well. He explains the
special terminology of the subject clearly, and deals squarely with all the
difficulties. We trust his valuable book will have a very large circulation. It

deserves it.

—

Scottish Educational Journal.

Persons interested in satistics—and the number of such is increasing
daily—will find in this volume a very compact, clear and sufficiently complete
account of the mathematical machinery employed in analyzing raw statistical

material and in deducing general statements regarding the characteristics

—

these pages offer an excellent introduction to the works of Pearson, Yule, Bow-
ley, Edgworth, and the other pioneers of this branch of science.

—

Journal of
Education.
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A History of the Conceptions of Limits

and Fluxions in Great Britain from

Newton to Woodhouse

By FLORIAN CAJORI, Ph. D.
Professor of History of Mathematics in the University of California

With Portraits of Berkeley and Maclaurin.

Pages, 300 Cloth, $2.00

A sensational event in the early history of mathe-

matics was Bishop Berkeley's attack upon the logical

foundations of the Calculus invented by Newton and

Leibniz. Not as well known is the defence of the Cal-

culus made by contemporary mathematicians. Hardly

known at all are the quarrels among the English mathe-

maticians themselves which followed the controversy

with Berkeley. These matters are worked out from

original sources in Professor Cajori's book. It includes

extensive quotations from documents not available ex-

cept to those who search in the various scientific libraries

of London. Lovers of mathematics will find the book

of undoubted interest.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVBNUB
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NEW ADDITIONS TO THE

OPEN COURT MATHEMATICAL SERIES

Elementary Vector Analysis: with application to Geometry and
Physics

By C. E. Weatherburn, Ormond College, University of Mel-
bourne. Pages, 184. Price, $3.50

A simple exposition of elementary analysis. Vector Analysis
is intended essentially for three-dimensional calculations; and its

greatest service is rendered in the domains of mechanics and
mathematical physics.

An Elementary Treatise on Differential Equations and Their Appli-
cation

By H. T. H. Piaggio, M. A. Professor of Mathematics, Univer-
sity College, Nottingham. Pages, 242 Price, $3.50

The theory of Differential Equation is an important branch of

modern mathematics. The object of this book is to give an ac-

count of the central parts of the subject in as simple a form as
possible. Differential Equations arise from many problems in

Algebra, Geometery, Mechanics, Physics and Chemistry. The
study of Differential Equations began soon after Newton in 1676
solved a differential equation by the use of an infinite series . . .

but these results were not published until Leibniz account of the
differential calculus was published in 1684. Then followed a

series of brilliant experiments and theories until the present day
when modern mathematicians find the subject a fascinating field

of research.

A First Course in Nomography
By S. Brodetsky, M. A., Ph. D., Leeds University.

Pages, 135. Price, $3.00

An elementary treatise in the construction and use of charts
as a means of solving equations. Nomography is a recognized
means of carrying out graphical calculations in military service,

engineering practice and mechanical industry.

The utility and convenience of charts as a means of solving
equations is rapidly becoming more important with the develop-
ment and general use of scientific method in commerce and in-

dustry. The ballistic constant in gunnery, flame, temperature in

the research of coal-gas combustion, the angle of twist in a thread
of given thickness with a given number of turns per inch, the
conversion of counts in the textile industry, can all be calculated

by means of nomograms.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
CHICAGO LONDON



The Philosophical Writings of

Richard Burthogge
Edited with Introductions and Notes by

MARGARET W. LANDES

Wellesley College

Pages, 245 Cloth, $2.00

''
I ^HE re-discovery of a seventeenth-century English

philosopher proves the maxim that merit is not often

recognized in a scholar's own day not only because his

teaching is premature but also because it is so pervaded

by the dominating thought of the time that its element

of originality is lost.

Burthogge's theory of knowledge is his most impor-

tant philosophical teaching. His doctrine of the superiority

of mind over matter is about the same as that taught by

More and by Cudworth. However far from holding that

sense is a hindrance to knowledge, Burthogge teaches, like

Kant, that it is one of the only two sources of knowledge.

This volume is the third contribution to the study

of seventeenth and eighteenth-century English philo-

sophical texts by graduate students of Wellesley College.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS



A Short History of

Christian Theophagy
BY

PRESERVED SMITH, PH.D.

ADVANCE NOTICE.

"In proportion as the knowledge of history becomes more profound and
intelligent", says the great French scholar, Gabriel Monod, "an ever larger
place is given to the study of religious beliefs, doctrines, and institutions".
But, continues the same authority, the study of these phenomena is as yet
very backward, partly because of the intrinsic difficulty of the subject, partly
because the fear of wounding others' feelings or of exciting their prejudices
prevents many investigators from cultivating this field in a scientific spirit.

The present work attempts to subject to rational analysis and objective con-
sideration one of the most interesting and fundamental of Christian doctrines.
The author, who writes sine ira et studio, as one who has no party to serve
and no cause to advance save that of truth, cooly exhibits the history of the
idea of the sacrificed and eaten god from its obscure dawn in primitive times
to its evening twilight in the present.

The practice of eating a god in the form of first-fruits or of a divine
animal originated in ancient times, and attained an extraordinary develop-
ment in the Mystery Religions of the Greeks, in the cults of Attis, of
Adonis, of Osiris, of Dionysus, of Demeter, and of other Saviour Gods.
From these cults the idea was borrowed by Paul and, against opposition of
the Jewish Christians, fastened on the church. The history of the dogma,
after the first centuries of our era, has been the story of attempts to explain
it. Transubstantiation and the doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass were not,

as commonly by Protestants and rationalists they are said to be, the inept
inventions of a barbarous age, but were the first endeavors to reason about
and philosophically to elucidate beliefs formerly accepted with naive sim-
plicity. The hardest battles over the dogma came in the Reformation period,

which accordingly bulks large in the present work. While Luther, Calvin,

and other prominent Reformers believed in a real presence, but tried to give

its mode new explanations, other more advanced spirits, Honius, Carlstadt,

Swingli, Tyndale, and their fellows, adopted the view, now prevalent in

Protestant communions, that the eucharistic bread and wine were mere
symbols. After the heat of the sixteenth-century controversies, Zwinglian or
rationalist views were quietly adopted by most Christians, though here and
there high sacramentalism survived or was revived.

Rightly understood the present study will be appreciated as a scientific

essay in the field of comparative religion, and as furnishing a rational ex-

planation of much that is most delicate and important in the history of
Christianity.

Ready April 1st

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 S. Michigan Ave. ----- Chicago
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JUST PUBLISHED

A Christian's Appreciation of Other Faiths

By

REV. GILBERT REID, D. D.
Author of China at a Glance
China Captive or Free, Etc.

Cloth. $3.50 Pages 360

Dr. Reid is the Director of the International Institute of

Shanghai, China, where he was established before and during the
Great World War, His social and political relations with the Orient
during the trying period of China's neutrality created in him a spirit of
international understanding which broke down all sense of separate-
ness in human life, particularly in spiritual matters. His book is

inspiring to every sincere student of the science of religion and
will do much to establish the new order of human fellowship.

Order through any book dealer.
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